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ABSTRACT
The achievement of the goals of General Systems Theory are, in 
part, dependent on the development and use of a language which will 
facilitate relevant communication across disciplines so that struc­
tural similarities which are hidden by the use of specialists' 
languages can be examined. This study explores various dimensions of 
the language associated with GST.
The major vocabulary components associated with GST were 
identified using four criterion. The first was designed to enumerate 
terms that reflected the dimensional aspects of systems terminology 
needed to identify systems characteristics which are isomorphic 
across different disciplines. The second criterion eliminated dis­
cipline-bound terms with limited applicability. The third criterion 
was used to specify sources used in the identification process and 
the fourth was designed to identify those terms considered to be 
major. Fifty-one major terms were identified based on data gathered 
from 400 articles which were randomly selected from the GST 
literature.
Two classification schemes which categorized the major GST 
vocabulary components were developed. The descriptive scheme 
attempted to capture the essence of General Systems Theory by 
classifying the terms into seven categories designed to reflect the 
dimensions of the field. The computer-based typology used factor 
analysis to group the terms into nineteen categories. A comparison
ix
of the two schemes which provided linkages between the two was 
developed.
Statistical analysis was undertaken to test several hypotheses 
using two-way analysis of variance. Hypothesis I was designed to 
test for differences between the disciplines contributing to GST with 
regard to their mean concept usage level for each major GST 
vocabulary component. The results indicate that the majority of the 
terms were being employed at a statistically equal level among the 
disciplines. Hypothesis II was designed to test for concept usage 
trends over time. It was found that the mean concept usage level has 
not changed significantly over time for the majority of the terms 
tested. Hypothesis III was designed to test differences between type 
of publication with regard to mean concept usage level for each term. 
It was determined that the terms are being employed equally in the 
literature without regard to type of publication.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Overview of the Problem 
The traditional use of reduqtionistic methods in scientific 
inquiry has led to "the fragmentation of science into ever-multiplying 
disciplines, each with its own inbred vocabulary, methods, and foci 
of interest."* In reaction to this trend, a number of scientists 
(Kohler, Lotka, Whitehead, Cannon, Bernard, von Bertalanffy) indepen­
dently began exploring the idea of "General System Theory" which
2
would permit the identification of isomorphisms in different fields.
%
This movement led to the founding of the Society for General Systems
Research in 1954. Besides promoting the investigation of structural
similarities between disciplines, one of the Society's major goals
was to "promote the unity of science through improving communication
3
among specialists." While communication between individuals 
interested in achieving the goals of the Society is essential, it is 
not clear if the language associated with General Systems Theory has
* Anatol Rapoport, "The Use of Mathematical Isomorphism in 
General Systems Theory," in Trends in General Systems Theory, ed. 
by George Klir (New York: Wiley-Interscience, 1972), p. 43.
Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General Systems Theory (New York: 
George Braziller, 1969), p. 33.
3 Ibid., p. 15.
1
been adopted by this diverse group of individuals. Since the other 
aims of the society hinge on this accomplishment, the development and 
usage of the language associated with General Systems Theory remains 
as one of the most critical issues facing the society today.*
The task of establishing interdisciplinary cci^unication has 
been hampered by the use of terminology unique to narrow, self-contain 
ed specialties. "The specialist's language... limits the horizons of 
thought to the borders of the discipline. They mask important inter­
type and interlevel generalities which exist and make general theory 
as difficult as it is to think about snow in a language that has no 
word for it." In response to this problem, General Systems theorists 
have tried to develop a language which should facilitate relevant 
communication across disciplines so that structural similarities which 
are hidden by the use of specialists languages can be explored, and 
the unification of science can be achieved. The unification of
science can only be achieved through the use of a common vocabulary
3
that is incorporated into a common language. Miller has pointed 
out that it is not necessary to create a new vocabulary, but rather a 
General Systems language could be developed by choosing terms which 
are broadly applicable, and which could be used in a general sense at
1 Richard F. Ericson, "Society for General Systems Research 
at Twenty-Five: What Agenda for Our Second Quarter-Century?"
Behavioral Science, 24 (July 1979); 233.
^ James Grier Miller, Living Systems (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1978), p. 94.
Terence A. Oliva and Terry L. Leap, "A Typology of Meta­
models in Collective Bargaining" (unpublished manuscript), p. 3.
all levels.*- By identifying appropriate terms, one can then "’trans­
late* the special languages by means of a General Systems language,
which offers invarient meanings of which the local values are iso-
2
morphic transformations." While a General Systems language has
3 4 5evolved, Ericson, Winans, and Troncale have indicated that inter­
disciplinary communication is still a problem. Furthermore, Bowler,®
James G. Miller, "Living Systems: Basic Concepts," in
General Systems Theory and Psychiatry, ed. by William Gray, Frederick 
J. Duhl, and Nicholas D. Rizzo (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1969), p. 95.
2
Ervin Laszlo, Introduction to Systems Philosophy (New York: 
Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers, 1972), p. 17.
3 Richard F. Ericson, "Society for General Systems Research 
at Twenty-Five: What Agenda for Our Second Quarter-Century?"
Behavioral Science, 24 (July 1979): 233.
4
Louis A. Winans, "Review #2" General Systems Bulletin, 12 
(Fall 1981): 61.
** L. Raphael Troncale, "Introduction," A General Survey of 
Systems Methodology, Vol. 1 of The Proceedings of the Twenty-Sixth 
Annual Meeting of the Society for General Systems Research, ed. by 
Len Troncale (Louisville, KY: The Society for General Systems 
Research, 1982), p. XV.
6 T. Downing Bowler, "Methodology and Systems Philosophy,"
A General Survey of Systems Methodology, Vol. 1 of The Proceedings of 
the Twenty-Sixth Annual Meeting of the Society for General Systems 
Research, ed. by Len Troncale (Louisville, KY: The Society for
General Systems Research, 1982), p. 108.
1 2  3Sadovsky, Rogers, and Thorsheim have indicated the need to under­
take additional analysis of General Systems Theory vocabulary 
components.
Purpose of the Study
The purposes of this research are:
1. To identify the major vocabulary components associated 
with the General Systems Theory language.
2. To develop a classification scheme which incorporates the 
major vocabulary components associated with the General 
Systems Theory language.
3. To analyze the usage levels of the major vocabulary 
components by the disciplines which have contributed to 
the field of General Systems Theory. (Hypothesis 1)
4. To trace the usage levels of the major GST vocabulary 
components through time. (Hypothesis II)
5. To determine if there is any difference in the usage 
levels of the major vocabulary components by type of 
publication. (Hypothesis III)
Vadim Sadovsky, "General Systems Methodology: Present and
Future," A General Survey of Systems Methodology. Vol. 1 of The Pro­
ceedings of the Twenty-Sixth Annual Meeting of the Society for 
General Systems Research, ed. by Len Troncale (Louisville, KY: The
Society for General Systems Research, 1982), p. 117.
Steven D. Rogers, "Wholistic Reflections on Holistic 
Methodologies," A General Survey of Systems Methodology. Vol. 1 of 
The Proceedings of the Twenty-Sixth Annual Meeting of the Society 
for General Systems Research, ed. by Len Troncale (Louisville, KY:
The Society for General Systems Research, 1982) p. 138.
Howard Iver Thorsheim, "Developing General Systems
Literacy: Steps Toward an Undergraduate Program in Systems
Methodology," A General Survey of Systems Methodology, Vol. II of 
The Proceedings of the Twenty-Sixth Annual Meeting of the Society 
for General Systems Research, ed. by Len Troncale (Louisville, KY:
The Society for General Systems Research, 1982), pp. 774-775.
5The dimensions of the GST language have not been clearly delineated. 
Purpose 1 addresses this, and must be accomplished before the other 
purposes of this study can be realized. Purpose 2 is designed to 
summarize the relationships between the major GST vocabulary com­
ponents through the use of a classification scheme. Purpose 3
specifically addresses the issue of whether standardized language 
components are being used by the diverse disciplines contributing to 
the aims of GST. Purpose 4 permits the identification of trends in 
concept usage by analyzing the pattern of vocabulary usage over time. 
Finally, Purpose 5 is designed to determine if concept usage level is 
the same across all types of publications. While one would expect to
find no differences in the level of concept usage, it may be that one
type of publication is a better vehicle for the employment of 
terminology associated with General Systems Theory.
HYPOTHESES
Hypothesis 1:
V  Me * "z * ^
H^: At least one of the equalities does not hold,
where:
|j = the mean concept usage level of each major vocabulary 
component.
e = the Exact Science discipline.
z = the Biological Science discipline.
b = the Behavioral Science discipline.
s = the Social Science discipline.
i
6Hypothesis II:
V  Mi = M2 = M3 = = M5
H^: At least one of the equalities does not hold
where:
|i = the mean concept usage level of each major vocabulary 
component.
1 = Time Period 1 (prior to 1960).
2 = Time Period 2 (1960-64).
3 = Time Period 3 (1965-69).
4 = Time Period 4 (1970-74).
5 = Time Period 5 (1975-81).
Hypothesis III:
»0: “j ■ “R = "p
H^: At least one of the equalities does not hold,
where:
p = the mean concept usage level for each vocabulary 
component.
J - Type I articles (articles published .in Behavioral
Science, The International Journal of General Systems, 
and General Systems?^
P = Type II articles (articles published in readings 
books).
R = Type III articles (articles published in proceedings).
SCOPE
Manuscripts published in GST-oriented journals and readings 
books constitute the predominate method of sharing information among 
individuals interested in General Systems Theory. While a number of 
major books have been published, the ideas central to those works,
for the most part, have appeared in article format. For example, 
most of Hiller's living Systems was printed in installments in 
Behavioral Science. Also, some relevant papers are found in non-GST 
oriented publications. However, any article which significantly 
contributes to the discipline appears either as a reprint in General 
Systems or in a GST-oriented readings book. Therefore, a stratified 
random sample will be drawn from GST-oriented journals and readings
books. (See Appendix I for the names of publications included in
this study).
JUSTIFICATION
The development of a common vocabulary is an important
feature of scientific work^ because the identification of concepts
2provides the basic building blocks for scientific investigation. As 
a result, the identification and study of vocabulary components
3
should be given a primary emphasis in the development of a science. 
Furthermore, "because of their importance in research, concepts are
4
themselves a legitimate field of investigation and study.
The analysis of GST concept usage level reflects a form of 
content analysis which is a method of investigating specific
* William D. Garvey, Communication: The Essence of Science
(Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1979), pp. 1-2.
Paul H. Rigby, Conceptual Foundations of Business Research 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965), p. 12.
O
A. J. Meadows, Communication in Science (London: Butter-
worths, 1974), p. 14.
4
Rigby, Conceptual Foundations, p. 13.
8vocabulary elements on patterns in the communication process.^ By 
definition, quantification of the elements of interest is required
2and the methodology of this technique includes counting frequencies
3
and sampling procedures. Therefore, this study will utilize an
established methodology.
In analyzing language components, one finds relationships
between concepts and concept utilization patterns. Thus, there is a
close relationship between classification and the use of general 
4nomenclature. Classification schemes summarize data and can aid in 
one's understanding of a particular topic.** Additionally, the 
development of a classification scheme can help in yielding new 
information regarding the relations of the items being classified.
CONTRIBUTION
This investigation will offer a contribution to the field of 
General Systems Theory for several reasons. First, this study will 
attempt to establish whether there is a commonality■of language con­
cepts being transmitted by the various disciplines interested in
^ Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communication Research 
(Glencoe, IL: The Free Press Publishers, 1952), p. 13.
Ithiel De Sola Pool, "Trends in Content Analysis Today: A
Summary," in Trends in Content Analysis, ed. by Ithiel De Sola Pool 
(Urbana, II: University of Illinois PreBs, 1959), p. 195.
Berelson, Content Analysis, p. 174.
A
Meadows, Communication in Science, p. 90.
5 Ibid.
General Systems Theory. If there is not a common usage pattern, then 
the potential for interdisciplinary communication at a scientific 
level is diminished,^ and those interested in achieving the goals of 
the Society will have a specified direction to focus their research 
attention. If there is a commonality of concept usage, then, 
potentially, GST objectives can be met.
Second, according to Rapoport, "The task of General Systems
Theory can be formulated as follows: to prepare definitions and
2
hence classifications of systems..." In light of this, the analysis 
of concept utilization levels in the GST language and the development 
of a classification scheme will be a contribution to the field. 
Furthermore, the classification scheme will provide an up-to-date 
reference tool. A person unfamiliar with General Systems Theory will 
have the identification and definition of the GST concepts available 
as a resource.
Third, this study will help General System Theorists under­
stand how the field has evolved because it will examine the usage 
levels of GST concepts over time. This research will permit the 
identification of trends in system thinking as well as revealing the 
current dimensions of the language.
* Colin Cherry, On Human Communication, 3rd ed. (Cambridge, 
MA: The MIT Press, 1978), p. 4.
9
Rapoport, "Mathematical Isomorphism," p. 45.
10
Fourth, this study, unlike previous investigations,^ will
provide a complete operational scheme that will permit total
replication at a future date. In addition, this research will
significantly expand and improve upon what the previous studies have
attempted to achieve. For example, statistical analysis which has
not been used in the previous investigations, though the need for it 
2
has been noted, will be undertaken. . Furthermore, the inclusion of a 
time dimension will provide an opportunity to examine the evolution 
of the GST language not previously explored.
LIMITATIONS
General Systems Theory has not developed in an isolated
3
climate and, in fact, there are a number of fields (Cybernetics, 
information Theory, Systems Engineering, Operations Research) which
4
also employ a systems or holistic approach. While General Systems
0. R. Young, "A Survey of General Systems Theory," General 
Systems, IX (1964): 61-80; Russell L. Ackoff, "Towards a System of 
Systems Concepts," Management Science, 17 (July 1977): 661-671; L. 
Raphael Troncale, "Linkage Propositions Between Fifty Principal 
Systems Concepts," in Applied General Systems Research, ed. by George 
J. Klir (New York: Plenum Press, 1978); Virender Jain, "Structural
Analysis of General Systems Theory," Behavioral Science, 26 (January 
1981): 51-62.
2
Virender Jain, "Structural Analysis of General Systems 
Theory," p. 61.
Ludwig von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory," General 
Systems. I (1956) • 3.
A
Troncale, "Linkage Propositions," p. 32.
11
Theory shares some common characteristics with these and a number of
other fields,* the distinguishing feature of General Systems
theorists is their coimnitment to accomplishing the integration and
2
unification of science. Those fields employing a systems approach, 
but which are not committed to accomplishing the aims of General 
Systems Theory, for the most part, have developed their own dis­
cipline-centered vocabulary. Therefore, since one of the purposes of 
this study is to examine the use of GST vocabulary by those 
individuals interested in achieving the aimB of the Society, only 
material reflecting a General Systems Theory orientation will be 
included.
This study, by virtue of its design, only examines the
source, encoding, and message transmission portion of the com­
munication process as it relates to the dissemination of scientific 
information through the use of journal articles and academic papers. 
This is the critical portion of the communication model because if 
this section of the process is not completed, communication cannot
take place. The determination of receipt and interpretation of the
message is not ascertained here. That information would have to be 
acquired by direct contact of scholars interested in General Systems 
Theory, and that is beyond the scope of this study.
1 Ibid.. p. 31.
2
Richard Mattessich, Instrumental Reasoning and Systems 
Methodology (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company,
1978), p. 227.
12
Finally, generalizations based on the research findings are 
limited by the scope of this study. Inferences should only be made 
to the population of contributors to the General Systems Theory 
literature. Generalizations beyond this population would be subject 
to error.
Dissertation Overview
This study is divided into six chapters. Chapter I includes 
an overview of the problem, the purpose of the study, the hypotheses 
to be tested, the scope, the justification, the study's contribution 
and limitations.
Chapter II consists of a review of the pertinent General 
Systems Theory literature which addresses the issues of the use of 
the GST language. In this review, the classification schemes which 
have incorporated GST concepts and vocabulary components are 
discussed.
Chapter III includes a discussion of the methodology employed 
in this study. The development and use of a two-phased pilot study 
are presented. The sample design is specified and the major General 
Systems Theory vocabulary components included in the study are 
identified. The procedures used to develop a classification scheme 
are presented along with the statistical procedures used for 
analyzing the data. Finally, this chapter includes a discussion of 
validity and reliability considerations.
Chapter IV consists of a presentation of two classification 
schemes which incorporate the major GST vocabulary components iden­
13
tified for this study. The first is a descriptive typology while the 
second is computer-based. A comparison of these two typologies is 
undertaken with respect to classification schemes found in the GST 
literature.
Chapter V contains a discussion of the statistical results 
obtained from analyzing the data. Finally the conclusions and recom­
mendations are presented in Chapter VI.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction
The early history of scientific inquiry is characterized by
the mechanistic view which ignored the existence of order and goal-
seeking behavior.* The proponents of this approach believed that the
scientific method included the reduction of component parts into
2smaller and smaller units of study. This technique worked well for 
simple problems with minimal variables; and, as a result, science 
flourished. As the objects of scientific discovery became more 
complex, however, reductionistic techniques failed to work. Elements 
could not be studied in isolation. Unfortunately reductionism had 
led to the development of narrow specialties with highly technical 
languages which prohibited free exchange of ideas among scholars 
between disciplines. Scientific information was fragmented and 
duplication of effort was widespread. Moreover, basic questions 
relating to equifinality and teleology remained unanswered.
In the late 1920's, an organismic approach was proposed. The 
proponents of organismic theory realized that in order to understand
* Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General Systems Theory (New York: 
George Braziller, 1968), p. 45.
2 Ibid.
15
a complex system, one must study the organizing relationships that 
cement the whole. This approach emphasized the concepts of whole­
ness, growth, differentiation, integration, control, and equi- 
finality.^ These concepts ultimately became the foundation of 
General Systems Theory.
Those employing organismic theory made great strides in 
explaining the behavior of phenomena which was not possible using a 
mechanistic approach, yet science remained in fragmented pieces dis­
tributed across multiple disciplines. This was due to the fact that 
while the application of organismic theory was common, it remained 
oriented to individual disciplines. Noting this, von Bertalanffy
first proposed that organismic theory should be applied universally
2
during a philosophy seminar at the University of Chicago in 1938. 
However, von Bertalanffy believed that the intellectual climate at 
the time was not healthy, and thus, fearing criticism, did not
3
publish his ideas until after World War II. When he finally
published his proposal, he found that not only were there others whose
thinking had paralleled his own, but these scientists were also
4
willing to support the development of a General Systems Theory. 
However, while von Bertalanffy did find support among the scientific
1 William Gray and Nicholas D. Rizzo, "History and Develop­
ment of General Systems Theory," in General Systems Theory and 
Psychiatry, ed. by William Gray, Frederick J. Duhl, and Nicholas D. 
Rizzo ( Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1969), p. 12.
2
von Bertalanffy, General Systems Theory, p. 90.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
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community, the proposal was widely censored. The critics argued the 
theory was either trivial or false and misleading.^ The objections 
were slowly overcome primarily because this approach permitted the 
building of bridges between disciplines where none had existed 
before. It enlarged one's frame of reference, widened viewpoints, 
and permitted needed integration and greater general interpretation 
of information.
von Bertalanffy*s concept of General Systems Theory was 
formalized when a group of scholars founded the Society for General 
Systems Theory (renamed the Society for General Systems Research) in 
1954. One of the original goals advocated trying to "... promote the 
unity of science through improving communication among specialists." 
The Society has tried to reach this goal, in part, by publishing a 
yearbook entitled General Systems. According to the editors of the 
first volume, the aim of the yearbook is to "bring together areas of 
research with dissimilar contents but with similar structures or 
philosophical bases, so as to enable workers in various fields to 
develop a common language and thus to stimulate each other more 
effectively." The yearbook has served as one of the main vehicles 
for distributing ideas &nd information of interest to a broad range 
of individuals interested in General Systems Theory.
1 Ibid., p. 14.
2 Ibid., p. 15.
O
Society for General Systems Research, General Systems I 
(1956): 5.
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The early editors of the yearbook (von Bertalanffy and 
Rapoport) were among the first to suggest and support the development 
of a common language. Other supporters include George J. Klir, James 
G. Miller, Mihajlo D. Mesarovic and Richard F. Ericson. Klir 
believed that an attempt at unifying the language components should 
be given the highest priority.*- Noting the difficult nature of the 
task, Klir has indicated that the tenninology associated with General 
Systems Theory could become the language for interdisciplinary com­
munication if a list of basic concepts could be prepared and identi- 
2
fied. Another major contributor to General Systems Theory who 
advocated the formulation of a language incorporating General Systems 
Theory concepts was James G. Miller. Without it, Miller felt that 
the use of specialists languages would prohibit isomorphic transforma­
tions between fields and would preclude the achievement of the goals
3
formulated by the Society. Mesarovic also has suggested the need 
for a concise language for multidisciplinary problems and interdis-
4
ciplinary communication. He indicated "What is really needed is the
1
George J. Klir, "Preview - The Polyphonic General Systems 
Theory," in Trends in General Systems Theory, ed. by George J. Klir 
(New Tork: Wiley-Interscience, a Division of John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 1972), p. 13.
2 Ibid.
q
James G. Miller, "Living Systems: Basic Concepts," in
General Systems Theory and Psychiatry, ed. by William Gray, Frederick 
J. Duhl, and Nicholas D. Rizzo (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1969), pp. 94-95.
4
Mihajlo D. Mesarovic, "A Mathematical Theory of General 
Systems," in Trends in General Systems Theory, ed. by George J. Klir 
(New York: Wiley-Interscience, a Division of John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 1972), p. 267.
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development of a precise language which can be used to describe the
invariant, structural aspect of the observations, divorced from the
specific phenomenological interpretations."* Mesarovic believed that
the concepts associated with GST could achieve this and could also
serve as a language for scientific investigation which would permit
2
interdisciplinary communication.
More recently, Ericson, in an address given while he was
president of the Society, suggested that the future direction of
General Systems Theory still hinges on emphasizing the continuing and
further development of communication links. Ericson proposed the
"creation of a metalanguage for analyzing particular concrete systems
in the real world, a language whose grammer and syntax is such that
there is a 'defusing of rhetoric1 which so often inheres in and
interferes with natural language conversation between human beings of
3
various intellectual and emotional persuasions." The recommendation 
in 1979 that a metalanguage be developed and communication links be 
extended mirrors the original aims stipulated at the founding of the 
Society. It also reflects the conjecture that the development of a 
language which can be employed in an interdisciplinary context has
1 Ibid., pp. 268-269.
2 Ibid.
O
Richard F. Ericson, "Society for General Systems Research 
at Twenty-Five: What Agenda for our Second Quarter-Century?"
Behavioral Science, 24 (July 1979): 223.
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not fully been achieved. This has also been expressed in a more
1 2 succinct fashion by Winans and Troncale.
Finally, Bowler, Sadovsky, Rogers, and Thorsheim have 
advocated clarification of System terminology. In light of this, the 
purpose of this dissertation is to identify, classify, and inves­
tigate the nature and usage of the vocabulary associated with the GST 
language. In reviewing the General .Systems Theory literature, four 
studies which undertook the systematic study of GST concepts and 
vocabulary components were found. Since these studies relate to the 
stated purposes of this report, a review of each is presented.
Review of: "A Survey of General Systems Theory"
by 0. R. Young
The first major study which specifically explored the dimen-
i
sions of General Systems Theory concepts and vocabulary was under­
taken by 0. R. Young who presented his findings in an article 
entitled: "A Survey of General Systems Theory." After surveying the
^ Winnans, "Review #2," p. 61.
2
Troncale, "Introduction," p. XV.
3
Bowler, "Methodology and Systems Philosophy," p. 108.
4
Sadovsky, "General Systems Methodology," p. 117.
^ Rogers, "Wholistic Reflections," p. 138.
® Thorsheim, "Developing General Systems Literacy," 
pp. 774-775.
 ^ 0. R. Young, "A Survey of General Systems Theory," 
General Systems, IX (1964): 61-80.
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GST literature, Young identified what he considered to be the 
relevant GST vocabulary that reflected the broad dimensions of the 
field. His next step entailed sorting the 62 concepts into the 
following four categories: 1) Systemic and Descriptive Factors; 2) 
Regulation and Maintenance; 3) Dynamics and Change; 4) Decline and 
Breakdown. In analyzing the usage of the concepts included in his 
study, Young found the terms used the most often were classified as 
"Regulation and Maintenance" and those used least often were those 
categorized as "Decline and Breakdown." Young was not able to come 
to any definitive explanation as to why some terms were used more 
frequently than others and why the terms classified as "Regulation 
and Maintenance" were used substantially more often than those 
categorized as "Decline and Breakdown." However, he surmised that it 
might have become fashionable to include many of the concepts cate-* 
gorized as "Regulation and Maintenance" when writing about a number 
of subjects. Young believed that this could account for the uneven­
ness in terminology usage and felt that with the passage of time, 
this finding would change.
In trying to further assess concept usage, Young developed an 
Authors-Concepts Matrix which included the identification of 39 
contributors to the GST literature along with an indication of which 
terms they had used. The Authors-Concepts Matrix iB interesting for 
two reasons. First, it clearly shows the emphasis of certain con­
cepts over others. Second, many of the authors included in the 
Matrix have highly diverse backgrounds. For example, the disciplines 
represented by the authors include: biology, engineering, psychiatry,
21
sociology, political science, mathematics, communications theory, 
economics, mathematical biology, psychology and philosophy.
Finally, Young was interested in determining the similarities 
and divergences in the work of the various authors. The Authors- 
Concept Matrix indicated that some concepts were used by ten or more 
writers while some concepts were being used by only a few. A cluster 
analysis was employed to illustrate the similarities and divergences 
among the fourteen writers with the greatest overlap. The cluster 
analysis pointed to the extent of overlap of concept utilization 
particularly among Ashby, Parsons, Deutsch, von Bertalanffy and 
Wiener who do not have homogeneous backgrounds. The group with the 
least amount of overlap did have homogeneous backgrounds. Young's 
cluster analysis for this group depicted unrelated concept utiliza­
tion among these authors. Young did not draw any specific 
conclusions relative to these two cluster analyses. However, from 
this, it is evident that the different disciplines are not using the 
same vocabulary terms.
Young's study is important because it identifies the concepts 
which form the basis of work done in the area of General Systems 
Theory. However, his study suffers from the following weaknesses:
1) Young clearly indicates that his investigation represents a 
review of the literature. However, in examining his bibliography it 
is clear that he only reviewed a selected number of articles and 
totally ignored five volumes of General Systems which he indicated 
were a major source of GST material. Therefore, the comprehensive­
ness of his review is questionable. 2) Young's Btudy lacked
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consistency. After identifying the major vocabulary components, an 
Authors-Concept Matrix was developed. Unfortunately, he did not use 
the same vocabulary components in the matrix. While he included 44 
concepts in his Authors-Concept Matrix, Young provided no explanation 
as to why 20 of the terms were excluded and two new terms not 
included in his classification scheme suddenly appear. An inde­
pendent analysis of the material Young reviewed, undertaken by this 
author, failed to identify any author using the missing 20 concepts. 
Therefore, it is questionable whether those vocabulary components 
should have.been identified as part of the GST language since there 
is no evidence that these concepts are used by those contributing to 
the area. 3) the Authors-Concept Matrix is unreliable in other 
ways. Some authors were not given full credit for the number of 
concepts used. For example, Emerson was not credited with using the 
term stability, yet it appears on page 149 of Chapter 12 of Toward A
Unified Theory of Human Behavior* which was included in Young's
2study. Also, in Chapter 13, page 169, of the same book, Spiegel 
defined communication and learning yet Young did not include an 
indication in his Authors-Concept Matrix that this author had used 
either term. 4) Young's study did not discriminate between those 
authors who merely cited numerous GST vocabulary components without
* Alfred E. Emerson, "Homeostasis and Comparison of Systems," 
in Toward a Unified Theory of Human Behavior, 2d ed., ed. Roy B. 
Grinker (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1967), p. 149.
John Spiegel, "Comparison of Psychological and Group Foci," 
in Toward a Unified Theory of Human Behavior, 2d ed., ed. Roy B. 
Grinker (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1967), p. 169.
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discussing them thoroughly, and those authors who fully integrated 
the components throughout the body of their works, thus reflecting a 
substantive use of the GST terms. 5) Finally, Young did not use any 
statistical tools that would permit him to draw conclusions about 
concept utilization.
While there are a number of methodological problems associ­
ated with Young's study, his survey has become a classic as a 
reference tool. Its greatest contributions are in the identification 
and classification of the vocabulary of General Systems Theory and 
the recognition of the major contributors to this area. Young, 
however, recognized the dynamic nature of General Systems Theory and 
suggested that new vocabulary terms would evolve that would neces­
sitate updating his study. Of course, it should have been assumed 
that the list of contributors would grow also.
Review of; "Towards a System of Systems Concepts'* 
by Russell L. Ackoff
Ackoff's study entitled "Towards a System of Systems Con­
cepts," like Young's, was designed to identify concepts and terms 
associated with General Systems Theory. Ackoff has identified and 
defined what he considered to be the most important types of systems. 
This list also included behavioral dimensions and types of system 
elementB. In addition to this, a classification scheme which
^ Russell I. Ackoff, "Towards a System of Systems Concepts," 
Management Science, 17 (July 1971): 661-671.
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identified the behavioral aspects of the different types of systems 
was presented.
Ackoff's study is not as comprehensive as Young's. While 
Ackoff only identified 32 key terms, he did acknowledge that his 
survey did not include all relevant terms.* The terms which he did 
identify are similar to those identified by Young although Ackoff 
focused on system types whereas Young focused more on descriptive 
elements. Unlike Young’s, Ackoff1s classification is not comprehen­
sive in that it does not incorporate all the terms identified in the 
study. Finally, Ackoff did not attempt to examine concept usage 
patterns.
Ackoff's study makes a contribution because it draws atten­
tion to the need to further explore the dimensions of the concepts 
and vocabulary components associated with General Systems Theory. 
Furthermore, one should not be critical of the shortcomings of this 
study because Ackoff clearly points out that his intention was not to 
undertake a comprehensive survey hut rather to provide a springboard 
for future research.
Review of: "Linkage Propositions Between Fifty principal
Systems Concepts" by I. Raphael Troncale
Another recent study, entitled, "Linkage Propositions Between 
Fifty Principal Systems Concepts'1 written by L. Raphael Troncale,
1 Ibid., p. 662.
o
L. Raphael Troncale, "Linkage Propositions Between Fifty 
Principal Systems Concepts," in Applied General Systems Research, ed. 
by George J. Klir (New York: Plenum Press, 1978), pp. 29-52.
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explores 50 common language components that link 23 fields which 
employ systems or holistic research strategies. The purpose of his 
research was different from either Young's and Ackoff's. because 
Troncale does not specifically explore the dimensions of the language 
associated with General Systems Theory. He has included in his study 
the identification of an interlocking set of concepts from fields 
which are related to GST in the sense they share a common research 
strategy. However, these diverse fields do not necessarily have the 
goal of uniting science and establishing structural commonalities or 
linkage systems through communication. By only identifying concepts 
common to all 23 fields, a number of concepts specifically related to 
GST were excluded from his study. Furthermore, Troncale does not 
explore concept usage levels by the various fields. This might have 
been interesting because while the concepts may be interlocking, the 
relative importance of the component to each field is not clear.
Troncale also developed a classification scheme which incor­
porated the principal systems components included • in his study. 
While his typology did include a few concepts associated with GST, 
for the most part, his classification scheme does not resemble either 
Young's or Ackoff's. This can be attributed to the nature of 
Troncale's study which embodies a different purpose.
Troncale's study is only peripherally related to an analysis 
of the language components associated with General Systems Theory. 
His article was included in this review because he does explore 
system concepts. However, instead of identifying GST language com­
ponents which can be adopted by all fields, Troncale has approached
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it from the aspect of identifying concepts that are already common to 
diverse fields and, therefore, provide an interlocking mechanism. 
Troncale believes that "... a linked system of systems concepts will 
speed recognition and testing of isomorphies. However, the 
approach advocated by General System thinkers is based on the develop­
ment of an interdisciplinary language that can synthesize abstract 
ideas across all fields while Troncale explored a different approach.
Review of; "Structural Analysis of General Systems 
Theory" by Virender Jain
In an article entitled "Structural Analysis of General
Systems Theory," Virender Jain has undertaken an analysis of the
research work done in the area of General Systems Theory in an
attempt to map the interrelationship between GST and the content of
the disciplines contributing to it. Jain has identified various
discipline elements which he used in a content analysis of papers
published in the International Journal of General Systems. After
identifying the set of elements contained in each paper, Jain
assigned a discipline to each article based on the dominant concept
3
or theory utilized in the paper. Using Warfield's mapping theory,
1 Ibid., p. 49.
2
Virender Jain, "Structural Analysis of General Systems 
Theory," Behavioral Science, 26 (January 1981): 51-62.
q
John N. Warfield, "Some Principles of Knowledge Organiza­
tion," IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man. and Cybernetics, 9 (June, 
1979): 317-325.
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Jain was then able to develop a classification scheme which cate­
gorized the concepts or theories used in the GST literature under six 
broad descriptors. The purpose of Jain's paper was not to specific­
ally analyze the vocabulary associated with General Systems Theory 
but rather to analyze the structural dimensions of GST. While most 
of the elements that Jain identified are discipline specific (e.g., 
Ontology, Exchange Theory, Algebraic Topology) a few do describe 
system dimensions (e.g., Entropy, Evolution, and Adaptation) and are 
a part of the GST language.
Jain's study suffers from many of the same types of weaknesses 
found in Young's, Ackoff's and Troncale*s studies. Jain did not 
identify the criteria used in the identification of the discipline 
elements. Furthermore, he failed to provide a complete operational 
scheme which could be used to expand or replicate his study. He did 
not define either the elements he analyzed or the six descriptors 
used to categorize the contents of the GST literature. Additionally, 
while the International Journal of General Systems is a good source 
of GST material, the limited number of papers included in the study 
along with the limited scope do not fully reflect the dimensions of 
General Systems Theory.
Finally, Jain did not attempt any statistical analysis 
because he believed that he would be unable to obtain meaningful 
results due to the limited nature of his scope. However, he ack­
nowledged that the statistical analysis of the elements would be a 
contribution. In addition, he recommended that the scope of such a
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study Bhould include material from General Systems as well as the 
International Journal of General Systems.
Jain's study makes a contribution by attempting to describe 
the contents of General Systems Theory with the aid of mapping 
theory. His study did include a number of GST vocabulary components 
even though they were not categorized as such. Therefore, inclusion 
of his study in this review seemed -warranted. Furthermore, Jain 
specifically indicated the need for further reserach where statis­
tical analysis is undertaken to determine the nature of the use of 
the elements.
Summary
This literature review has provided background information 
concerning the development of General Systems Theory and its 
associated language. This review has also presented an overview of 
the studies which have explored the various aspects of the GST 
language components and concepts. The basic rationale for this 
present investigation is based on the evidence that there has been no 
major recent investigation of this area even though some of the major 
contributors to GST continue to advocate the need for such.
While Young and Ackoff have specifically provided inBight 
into the nature of the GST language, both studies had methodological 
flaws. Neither provided complete operational schemes which means 
that replication and updating is difficult. Furthermore, Ackoff's 
study was very limited in scope. Finally, neither study analyzed the
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usage levels of the vocabulary components by discipline. The current 
investigation has been designed to overcome those problems.
The studies developed by Troncale, and Jain also explored GST 
concepts, but neither study specifically investigated the dimensions 
of the GST vocabulary. Since this aspect was not part of their 
stated purposes, a complete critical assessment of their studies with 
regard to GST vocabulary components .would not be germane. However, 
both studies did include terms associated with the GST language, and 
it is for this reason that they are included here. Furthermore, 
these studies made a contribution to a general understanding of the 
GST concepts upon which the GST vocabulary components are based.
The studies reviewed in this chapter have provided evidence 
that further investigation of the GST language components is needed. 
The next chapter presents the methodology employed in thiB study.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The methodology of this dissertation has been designed so 
that an investigation of the dimensions of the language associated 
with General Systems Theory could be accomplished. This chapter 
includes: 1) the criteria used to identify the GST vocabulary
components (Purpose 1); 2) a description of a two-phase pilot study 
used to identify the general GST vocabulary components and used to 
discover potential methodological weaknesses; 3) the sampling scheme 
used to collect the data needed to satisfy the objectives of the 
study; 4) the identification of the major GST vocabulary components 
retained for further analysis; 5) an outline of the development of 
the descriptive and computer-based classification schemes (Purpose 
2); 6) the methodology used to test the hypotheses (Purposes 3, 4, 
5); and, finally, 7) a discussion of validity and reliability 
considerations.
Criteria Used for the Identification of Major 
General Systems Theory Vocabulary Components
The following criteria were used to identify the major GST 
vocabulary components:
1. The concept had to be able to define, describe, explain, 
or predict the characteristics of the phenomena iden­
tified as systems.
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Rationale: One of the methods of studying systems "... takes
the world as we find it, examines the various systems that occur in 
it —  zoological, physiological, and so on —  and then draws up 
statements about the regularities that have been observed to hold.
In essence, GST vocabulary tries to describe the invariance of system 
characteristics across system types. Therefore, the GST vocabulary 
must encompass, in a definitional context, the various characteris­
tics that have been identified. As Miller points out, it is not
2 •
necessary to create a new vocabulary to accomplish this, but rather 
he suggests. that terms can be chosen which can be used in a general 
sense at all levels. Using this criterion, the vocabulary conponent 
that is identified as appropriate to GST should reflect the need to 
describe systems characteristics which are isomorphic across dif­
ferent disciplines.
2. The concept was not discipline-bound, but rather had to 
be capable of being used by all disciplines contributing 
to General Systems Theory.
Rationale: For example, the word hematosis is discipline-
bound while entropy is not. That is, hematosis is a systems condi­
tion describing a system anomaly which is relegated to a specific 
system type. There is no gain in using the term in reference to an 
organization for example. Alternatively, entropy (anti-systemic
* Ross W. Ashby, "General Systems Theory sb a Hew Dis­
cipline," General Systems, III (1958): 2.
2
James G. Miller, "living Systems: . Basic Concepts," in 
General Systems Theory and Psychiatry, ed. by William Gray, Frederick 
J. Duhl, and Nicholas D. Rizzo (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company,
1969), p. 95.
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disorder) can and is talked about for various system types. Since 
General Systems Theory has developed partially in response to the 
diminishing communication among disciplines, any terminology used by 
General Systems Theorists should be capable of being understood and 
used by multiple disciplines or it suffers from the very problem it 
is trying to eliminate.
3. The term appeared at least once in articles published in 
General Systems or was a major component included in 
Miller's work entitled Living Systems.
The twenty-three volumes of General Systems, were read to 
ascertain the GST language dimensions. These were chosen because 
they represent the richest, most diversified material on General 
Systems Theory available. Miller's work was also included because it 
is considered to be one of the major GST subdisciplines of the field 
which focuses on living systems.
4. The term was being used at a minimum level and as a 
result represents a major GST vocabulary component.
.Given that language patterns evolve, and disciplines change, 
in general, it is recognized that new terms will appear and old terms 
may disappear in response to the dynamic nature of the field. Since 
the goal was to identify the major vocabulary set, a method waB 
needed for including or excluding terms based on a minimum threshold 
of usage. The reasons for a term not being used include: 1) the
term is old and is no longer viable in light of changes in the field;
2) the term is too specialized; 3) the term is new and has not yet 
been adopted. This does not suggest that a new term which does 
not meet the minimum threshold level will not become a major GST
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vocabulary component at some future time. However, since the deter­
mination of whether a term is major or not can only be ascertained 
after the fact, there is no way to predict whether or not an 
eliminated term will become a major component.
Pilot Study
Phase One
Phase one of the pilot study was used to identify the general
GST vocabulary components which met criteria 1, 2, and 3. Criteria
4, which was designed to identify the major GST vocabulary components,
was not applied until the data for the full study had been collected.
The application of criteria 4 is discussed in the section titled:
Determination of Major General Systems Theory Vocabulary Components.
The completion of phase one was marked by the development of a list
of 93 GST vocabulary components. (See Appendix II for the list
including a definition of each.)
The 93 general GST vocabulary components identified for this
1 2study differ in part from those terms used by Young, , Ackoff,
3 4Troncale and Jain. Forty-two terms were found to be common to both 
this study and Young's, and this represents the greatest degree of 
overlap. The 20 terms included in Young's classification scheme, but
^ Young, General Systems, IX (1964): 61-80.
^ Ackoff, Management Science, 17 (July 1977): 661-671.
o
Troncale, Applied General Systems Research, p. 29-52.
^ Jain, Behavioral Science, 26 (January 1981): 51-62.
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not included in this study are, for the most part, descriptive sub­
categories which did not meet this study's inclusion criteria. For 
example, the term "Growth" is included in both studies. However, 
Young also included the descriptive subcategories of "Simple Growth," 
"Population Growth," and "Structural Growth." Beyond this, isolating 
the reasons for the differences in the two studies is difficult 
because Young did not specify an operational scheme. Therefore , it 
is possible that his method overlooked Borne terms. Also, sixteen 
years have passed since Young's study. Furthermore, this investiga­
tion included terms found in the literature published over a 
twenty-five year period, while Young's study included material from 
not more than a 10 year period.
In comparing the terms identified for this study to those 
ihcluded in Ackoff's article, one finds 11 common terms. Ackoff 
acknowledged that he did not include all relevant concepts. His 
purpose in identifying systems terms was to provide a basic framework 
which could be further developed and refined in the future. Ackoff 
did not include an operational scheme, and perhaps more importantly, 
he did not include a bibliography reflecting where he found the terms 
used. Therefore, it is again difficult to specify why differences 
occur although the divergences probably occur as a result of the 
different purposes of the two studies.
The similarities between the list of GST concepts identified 
for this study and Troncale *s study are limited because this study 
includes vocabulary components, whereas Troncale*s study incorporates 
broader system concepts'along with system descriptors. This
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phenomenon results from the different purposes of the two studies. 
Troncale has designed his study to identify concepts and principles 
that link 23 fields which employ systems or holistic research 
strategies, but do not necessarily share the goal of improved com­
munication. Furthermore, the differences between the two lists can 
also be attributed to different inclusion criteria used. While 
Troncale did not provide a complete pperational scheme (for example, 
the specific method of concept identification was not given) he did 
list the criteria used to screen concepts. His criteria differ from 
those developed here in the sense that he defined terms excluded as 
well as included. Also, Troncale did not include taxonomic terms 
which are useful in ascertaining structural similarities between 
disciplines. Therefore, while the two lists do include a few common 
terms, as with the other studies, the divergences reflect the dif­
ferent focuses of the two studies.
Finally, while Jain explored concepts and theories used in 
GST, for the most part, his list of elements does not reflect vocab­
ulary components, but rather discipline-based content areas (e.g. Set 
Theory, Information Theory, Social Psychology, and Modeling and 
Simulation). As a result, there are only 4 terms common to both 
studies. The purpose of Jain's study was to undertake a structural 
analysis of General Systems Theory subdisciplines whereas the 
purpose of this study is to identify the dimensions of the language 
associated with GST. Furthermore, Jain admits the need to develop
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statistically testable vocabulary elements and lists this as a 
limitation of his study.^
Phase Two
Phase two of the pilot study was undertaken to identify 
potential design weaknesses and other associated methodological 
problems. A zero/one coding scheme was devised so that the major GST 
vocabulary components could be identified. However, this scheme did 
not provide the appropriate data needed to test the hypotheses. 
Therefore, frequency-based data was also collected.
The zero/one coding scheme was used as follows: a code of
one (1) was assigned if the article contained the term; a code of 
zero (0) was assigned if the term did not appear in the article. 
This scheme was used to code the 93 GST terms. The data generated 
from this scheme has the characteristics of a hypergeometric dis­
tribution because the sample drawn for both the pilot study and the 
full study was randomly selected without replacement. Sampling 
without replacement was used because intuitively it did not make 
sense to include the same observation more than once. The normal 
approximation to the hypergeometric distribution may be used if the
following guidelines are met. The "rule of thumb" suggests that the
2
normal approximation is adequate when n(n) > 5 and when n(l-n) > 5.
* Jain, Behavioral Science, 26 (January 1981): 61.
2
Laurence L. Lapin, Statistics for Modern Business Decisions 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1978), p. 227.
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While the zero/one coding scheme permitted the identification
of major GST vocabulary components, it did not permit the hypotheses,
which address the issue of concept usage level to be tested. Concept
usage level is not reflected in a zero/one coding scheme because that
format only records whether the term was used and not how often.
Therefore, the number of times each vocabulary component appeared in
each article was also recorded. The .recording of the frequency level
of each term did not reflect a hypergeometric distribution. While
the nature of this sampling distribution was unknown, when the sample
size n becomes large, the sampling distribution tends to approximate
a normal distribution.^ This phenomenon occurs without regard to the
2
Bhape of the population frequency distribution, and "... is valid 
for populations having a skewed, bimodal, uniform or exponential 
frequency distribution." How large n must be in order to use the 
normal approximation is dependent on the form of the sampled popula­
tion. However, even an exponential distribution shows a tendency
4
toward normality when n = 25.
In designing any study, the appropriate sanq>le size must be 
determined by using a formula that reflects the nature of the 
sampling distribution. Since there are two different distributions 
associated with this study, the identification of an appropriate
1 Ibid.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid., p. 217.
4 Ibid., p. 227.
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sample size was difficult to ascertain. For the purpose of drawing a 
sample for the pilot study, the following formula was used.^
_ Z2 n (1-k) 
e2
(Note: Since the sample was drawn without replacement from a small
population, this formula Bhould have been slightly modified through 
the inclusion of the finite population correction factor. However, 
the unmodified formula requires a larger sample size. This was 
desirable since the pilot study was only going to include a portion 
of the required size.)
A difficulty arose in using this formula because n not only
was unknown, but there were 93 7t's which had to be considered because
each variable has its own sampling distribution. Since n was
unknown, 50 percent was used because it represents the worst
situation and requires the largest sample size. The reliability
level was set at .95. "Since the tolerable error serves merely as a
convenient cut-off point between serious and insignificant errors,
its choice may be inseparable from the selection of the reliability 
o
level." Therefore, the desired tolerable error level "e" was set at 
.05. Substituting those values into the sample formula, the size of 
the sample should have included 385 articles. For the purposes of 
conducting the pilot study, ten percent of the desired sample size 
(38 articles) was randomly selected without replacement using a
3
random numbers table developed by the Rand Corporation.
1 Ibid., p. 265.
2 Ibid., p. 263.
3 Ibid., p. A-ll 4
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This sample was drawn from index cards containing biographical 
information from a representative proportion of the population.
A coding sheet listing the 93 vocabulary terms was used to 
record whether the term appeared in each article contained in the 
sample. The frequency level of each term was also recorded. In 
reading the articles, a number of minor problems became apparent: 1)
In order to assure consistency in recording the frequency of term­
inology usage, it became clear that the development of a dictionary 
was needed. For instance, the term "Stability" was found in follow­
ing forms: ."Stable," "Stabilizing," "Stabilization,” "Stabilized." 
Therefore, a dictionary for the terms that needed greater specifica­
tion was deviBed. (See Appendix III).
The varying article lengths (from 2 to over 90 pages) meant 
that comparison of frequencies between articles would be distorted. 
Therefore, a standardization method was devised. The average number 
of words per line was determined for each article and reading book. 
The number of lines in each article was then counted and multiplied 
by the appropriate average to get an estimated number of words used 
in the article. The frequency of each vocabulary term was then 
divided by the estimated number of words used in the article. This 
resulted in the development of a standardized vocabulary component 
number for each term for each article which was used for comparative 
purposes.
Phase two of the pilot study also provided information which 
was needed to determine if stratification along a discipline and time 
basis was needed in order to insure a representative sample for the
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full study. The pilot study sample included the following breakdown 
of contributors: 21 or 55% from the Social Sciences, 8 or 21% from
the Behavioral Sciences, 6 or 16% from the Exact Sciences, and 3 or 
8% from the Biological Sciences. The population breakdown consists 
of 882 or 41% from the Social Sciences, 587 or 27% from the
Behavioral Sciences, 488 or 22% from the Exact Sciences, and 226 or
10% from the Biological Sciences. .In order to determine if the 
breakdown of the type of contributor found in the sample statis­
tically represented the population breakdown, a multinomial test was
1
computed. The appropriate test statistic is:
2  ^ 2
X = I (0. - E.r/E,
i=l 1 1 1
where:
0 . = number observed in the ith class.i
E. - np. - expected number in the ith class.
1 10
n = ZCK = IE^ Total Observed = Total Expected, 
k = the number of groups.
A two-tailed hypothesis test with HQ: pA - pio and H^: pA t Pio was 
developed. For this test, a Type I error would result in rejecting 
the null when it is true. This would result in unnecessary stratifi­
cation. The Type II error would lead one to accept the null when it 
should have been rejected. In this case, the researcher would 
falsely conclude that stratification was unnecessary. A Type II
* Bernard Ostle and Richard W. Mensing, Statistics in Research, 
3rd ed. (Ames, IA: The Iowa State University Press, 1975), p. 82-83.
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error could result in designing a study with a non-representative
sample which could result in biased data. While a Type I error would
result in unnecessary work, a Type II error could potentially result
in conclusions based on inaccurate or non-representative data.
Since the sample size n was fixed, to decrease the power, alpha was
set at .10. The calculated X2 = 3.217. The critical region is X2 > 
2
X [(*90), (3)] = 6.25. Therefore% the null hypothesis was not 
rejected. One could conclude that the simple random sample drawn for 
the pilot study statistically reflected the population.
In order to determine if the breakdown of time periods in the 
sample statistically represented the population breakdown, the same 
multinomial test was applied. The sample had the following charac­
teristics: 5 or 13% of the articles were written in Period 1 (Prior
to 1960), 4 or 11% were written in Period 2 (1960-1964), 13 or 34% 
were written in Period 3 (1965-1969), 10 or 26% were written in 
Period 4 (1970-1974), and 6 or 16% were written in Period 5 (1975 - 
1981). The population counterparts were 189 or 9%, 307 or 14%,
408 or 19%, 341 or 16%, and 938 or 43%, respectively. The null 
hypothesis remained the same as that tested for the proportion of 
disciplines. The Type II error was also deemed the more serious for 
the same reason, and the alpha level remained at .10. The computed 
X2 = 25.7967. The critical value = X2 > X2 [(.90), (4)] = 7.78. 
Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. The sample data did not 
statistically represent the population. To ensure adequate repre­
sentation along the time dimension, a stratification scheme for the 
full study was used. While statistically there was evidence that a
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double stratification scheme was unnecessary, it was felt it was 
necessary to develop a double stratification scheme to insure equal 
representation of each time dimension and discipline for the full 
study.
Sample Design
Stratification Scheme
The development of a double stratification scheme involved 
the identification of the discipline of the primary author and the 
year each article was first published. The disciplines were clas­
sified according to their broad based commonality of interests.
Those areas classified as Exact sciences included: Hath,
Engineering, Computer Science, Architecture, Statistics, Cybernetics, 
Geography, Chemistry, and Physics. Those areas categorized as 
Biological sciences included: Biology, .Zoology, Forestry, Anatomy,
Ecology, Medicine, Public Health and Animal Physiology. The 
Behavioral sciences included the following fields*, Psychology, 
Psychiatry, Communication, Linguistics, and Speech. The Social 
sciences included: Sociology, Anthropology, Political Science,
Public Administration, Philosophy, Education and all areas of 
Business.
In order to make the appropriate discipline category 
assignment, the academic field of the primary author of each con­
tribution was ascertained based on the title of the position held by 
that author at the date of publication. If this information was not 
available, the field of the author's most recent degree was used to
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delineate his discipline. This data, for the most part, was obtained 
from biographical information included in the journal or reading 
book. However if this biographical information was not available 
from the publication, other sources such as Who * s Who, Who's Who in 
American Colleges, etc., were used to obtain the data.
The year of each article was next assessed. The articles 
were classified according to their first publication date. Articles 
published prior to I960, were assigned to period 1. Articles 
published between 1960-1964 were assigned to period 2, period 3 
included articles published between 1965-1969, period 4 included 
articles published between 1970-1974 and period 5 included articles 
published from 1975 to 1981.
The population elements were then separated into non-over­
lapping groups, called strata,^ based on discipline area and time 
period. There were two reasons for using a stratified random sample: 
1) One of the purposes of this study was to analyze the usage levels 
of the vocabulary components by disciplines. Another purpose related 
to analyzing the pattern of concept usage over time. By stratifying 
the population along these two dimensions appropriate parameter 
estimates for each stratum were obtained. 2) Because the elements 
within the stratum were similar, the parameter estimates had less
1 William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, 2nd ed. (New York: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1963), p. 87.
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variance than estimates from simple random sampling.^ While using a
stratified random sample provided the benefits derived from separate
parameter estimates and reduced variances, "a major difficulty with
stratified sampling is identification of the people who belong in 
2
each stratum." However, this study has been designed so that the 
identification of the two dimensions were readily ascertained and, 
therefore, this was not a problem. .Table 1 shows the breakdown of 
the population using a two-way stratification scheme.
Sample Size
The determination of the appropriate sample size was dif­
ficult to ascertain since the data was to be coded in two different 
ways. While the screening of the terms was important, it was felt 
that the sample size should reflect the characteristics of the 
hypotheses. Since several of the hypotheses dealt with a comparison
of means, the conventional sample formula that should be employed
3
should include an estimate of the population variance. The results 
of a pilot survey could have been used to estimate the population
L
variance. In this case, there were 93 population variance 
estimates. When more than one item is to be sampled, a compromise 
must be made in deciding which estimate of the population variance
1 Ibid., p. 98.
2 Julian L. Simon, Basic Research Methods in Social Science 
(New York: Random House, 1969), p. 259.
3
Cochran, Sampling Techniques, p. 77.
4 Ibid.
TABLE 1
TWO-WAY STRATIFICATION OF THE UNIVERSE OF GST ARTICLES BY 
DISCIPLINE AND TIME PERIOD
TIME PERIOD
Prior
Discipline to 60 60-64 65-69 70-74 75-81 Total
Exact
Sciences 23 64 67 65 269 488
Biological
Sciences 31 35 57 35 68 226
Behavioral
Sciences 64 95 155 117 156 587
Social
Sciences 71 113 129 124 445 882
Total 189 307 408 341 938 2183
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should be used.'*' Besides the data already described, phase two of
the pilot study undertaken for the project provided information that
could have been used to estimate the population variance for each
variable. In this case, since there were 93 to choose from, the
variable having the greatest variance was chosen because it produced
2
the largest sample size. However, when this variance was used as an 
estimate of the population variance, unrealistically small sample 
sizes were required. This problem reflected the nature of the data 
which is characterized by very small means and variances. While this 
phenomenon did not affect the analysis of the data, it hindered the 
use of traditional variance-based sanqile size formulas.
The nature of this project permitted a priori control of the
3
number of observations per cell. "Conventional analysis-of-variance 
calculations cannot be employed in the presence of disproportionate
A
cell frequencies." While there are methods of employing analysis of
5
variance techniques with unequal cell sizes the conventional com­
putation and interpretation of an ANOVA with equal - cell numbers is
1 Ibid., p. 118.
2
Lapin, Business Decisions, p. 262.
David G. Kleinbaum and Lawrence L. Kupper, Applied Regres 
sion Analysis and Other Multivariable Methods (North Scituate, MA: 
Duxbury Press, 1978), p. 315.
^ John E. Overall and C. James Klett, Applied Multivariate 
Analysis (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972), p. 450.
5 Ibid.
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less complicated.^ Therefore, a design incorporating equal cell 
numbers was used.
The problem of the sample size was resolved when a decision 
was made to include twenty observations per cell. Since the double 
stratification scheme had twenty cells, the sample size for this 
project included 400 articles. While the sanple size was not com­
puted using a statistical formula, it was sufficiently large enough 
2
to reduce error. That is, a sample size of 400 was large enough so 
that when the terms were screened, the normal approximation to the 
hypergeometric distribution could be used. Furthermore, for the 
factor analysis, the sample size met the minimum allowable ratio of 
observations to variables of 4-to-l. Also, the literature suggests 
that when multiple regression analysis is undertaken at least 100 and
4
preferably 200 or more observations should be used. Lastly, when 
n = 400, the data should have the characteristics of a normal dis­
tribution. Therefore, a sample size of 400 was deemed appropriate 
because it satisfied the aforementioned criteria.
The sample was randomly drawn, without replacement, using a 
random numbers table developed by the Rand Corporation. Next, data
^ Kleinbaum and Kupper, Applied Regression, p. 315.
o
Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New 
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 127.
q
R. J. Runnel, Applied Factor Analysis (Evanston: North­
western University Press, 1970), p. 220.
^ Fred N. Kerlinger and Elazar J. Pedhazur, Multiple Regres­
sion in Behavioral Research (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., 1973), pp. 446-447.
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were collected from reading the title, abstract and body of each 
article.
Determination of Major General Systems Theory 
Vocabulary Components
The determination of the major GST vocabulary components was 
based on a minimum threshold of usage. After the data was collected 
from the 400 articles, a proportion was developed based on the zero/ 
one coding scheme. For example, the term "System" appeared in 361 of 
the 400 articles surveyed. The resulting proportion equalled 361/400 
or .90. While a term like "System" appeared in a large percentage of 
the articles read for the study, not all the terms were used this 
often. A method was devised which screened the terms based on a 
minimum threshold of usage. By examining the data gathered for the 
pilot study, it was determined that a term could reasonably be 
assumed not to be a major vocabulary component if it appeared in 5 
percent or less of the articles. Using this criteria, the following 
formula was used to identify the major GST vocabulary components:
P s no + Z I no (1-no) I, N-n N'
V  n V  5 = 1  i
In structuring the decision rule, the probability of committing two 
types of errors must be considered.^ "a = P [Type I error] = P 
[reject Hq/Ho true], 0 = P [Type II error] * P [accept Hq/Ho 
false]." In this case the Type I error was associated with
1 Lapin, Business Decisions, p. 305.
2 Ibid., p. 279.
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including a vocabulary term used at a very low level. A Type II 
error would result in the elimination of terms which should be 
included. For this study, committing a Type II error would have been 
the more serious of the two because each vocabulary component was 
originally included in the study based on evidence that it was being 
used in the literature. Since the sample was fixed, "... the chance 
of one error (could) be reduced only at the expense of increasing the 
probability of the other. (Therefore,) the decision rule must be 
chosen so that an acceptable balance is achieved between the chances 
of the two errors."* Given the sample size was set, the only way to 
decrease the probability of incurring a Type II error was to increase 
the size of a. Therefore, a significance level of or = .10 was used.
The null hypothesis for this test stipulated that the vocabu­
lary component under consideration was not a major GST term and 
appeared in 5 percent or less of the articles. The alternative 
hypothesis indicated the term was a major component and appeared in 
more than 5 percent of the articles. The critical value was .06 and 
the decision rule waB: Accept Hq if P < .06, Reject Hq if P > .06.
Table 2 presents a proportion calculated for each GST vocabulary 
component based on the zero/one coding scheme. The critical value 
associated with the null hypothesis was compared to each proportion 
and those termB which were significantly different from the null 
hypothesis are starred.
1 Ibid., p. 283.
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The following list is comprised of those terms designated as 
major GST vocabulary components which were retained for further 
analysis:
Major General Systems Theory Vocabulary Components 
System
Closed System 
Living System 
Open System 
Subsystem 
Boundary 
Change
Communication 
Control 
Complexity 
Dynamics 
Environment 
Evolution 
Goal 
Growth 
Information 
Learning 
Process 
Stability 
Structure 
Adaptation 
Conflict 
Cybernetics 
■ Decay
Differentiation
Disturbance
Energy
Entropy
Equilibrium
Feedback
Hierarchy
Holism
Homeostasis
Independence
Integration
Interaction
Interdependent
Isolation
Ismorphism
Memory
Morphology
Motor
Negative Entropy
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TABLE 2
PROPORTIONS REPRESENTING THE NUMBER OF ARTICLES IN WHICH A TERM 
APPEARED AT LEAST ONCE DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF 
ARTICLES IN THE STUDY (N = 400) USED TO IDENTIFY THE 
MAJOR GST VOCABULARY COMPONENTS
P
System .9025*
Closed System .0825*
Living System .1075*
Non-Living System .0125
Open System .1400*
Self-Organizing System .0175
Soft System .0025
State Determined System .0025
Stationary System .0025
Subsystem .2325*
Suprasystem .0275
Transient System .0005
Boundary .3975*
Change .8225*
Communication .4725*
Control .6525*
Complexity .7025*
Dynamism/Dynamics .5025*
Environment .5900*
Evolution .3525*
Goal .4075*
Growth .4100*
Information .7275*
Learning .4925*
Process .8850*
Stability .4200*
Structure .7575*
Adaptation .3505*
Allopoietic 0
Associator .0025
Autopoiesis .0050
Centralization .0375
Channel and Net .0075
Conflict .3225*
Converter 0
Cybernetics .2000*
Decay .0775*
Decentralization .0225
Decider .0100
TABLE 2 (Continued)
Decoder .0250
Decomposable-Systerns .0050
Deviation Amplification .0050
Deviation Reduction 0
Differentiation .4525*
Distributor .0150
Disturbance .2550*
Echelon .0125
Encoder .2050
Energy .3150*
Entropy .1575*
Equifinality .0400
Equilibrium *3050*
Extruder .0025
Feedback .3425*
Hierarchy .2650*
Holism .0675*
Homeokinesis .0050
Homeostasis .1775*
Independence .6475*
Ingestor .0150
Input Transducer .0050
Integration .4450*
Interaction .6100*
Interdependent .1450*
Internal Transducer .0025
Isolation .2600*
Isomorphism .1125*
Matter-Energy Storage .0050
Memory .2475*
Morphology .1075*
Motor .0700*
Negative Entropy .0675*
Negative Feedback .0525
Non-Organismic 0
Organismic .1000*
Organized Complexity .0075
Output Transducer .0075
Overload .0275
Population .3350*
Positive Entropy .0025
Positive Feedback .025
Producer .0075
Repair .0150
TABLE 2 (Continued)
Reproduction .1500*
Self-Regulation .0525
Steady-State Maintenance 0
Strain .0675*
Stress .3125*
Supporter .0025
Synergy .0400
Teleology .0850*
Termination .1000*
Threat .0650*
* Terms retained for further analysis.
Organismic
Population
Reproduction
Strain
Stress
Teleology
Termination
Threat
Classification Scheme Development 
The two classification schemes developed for this study in­
cluded a descriptive typology and a computer-based categorization of 
the GST vocabulary components. The descriptive typology was based on 
an examination of the GST literature and reflected the criteria for 
this study. It also was designed to mirror the underlying philosophy 
of the discipline as well as reflect the fundamental, underlying 
reason for the development of the vocabulary associated with GST.
The computer-based categorization scheme was developed 
through the use of factor analysis. This technique was chosen 
because it "... is a powerful method of statistical analysis that has 
as its aim the explanation of relationships among numerous correlated 
variables in terms of a relatively few underlying factor variates."1 
In using this tool, a number of methodological options were explored. 
First, the issue of whether or not to use communalities was con­
sidered. Furthermore, the two methods of estimating communalities 
(using the squared multiple correlation coefficient (R ) and the 
correlation coefficient r ^  in each row with the largest value) were 
investigated. Second, only factors with eigenvalues greater than
* Overall and Klett, Multivariate Analysis, p. 89.
o
Kleinbaum and Kupper, Applied Regression, p. 386.
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unity were retained for further analysis. This criterion was chosen
because it appears to be one of the best solutions to the number-of-
factors problem.* Finally, both orthogonal and oblique rotations
were tried. When the data were orthogonally rotated, the varimax
algorithm which attempts to achieve simple structure by simplifying
2
the columns of a factor matrix was used. The varimax option was
chosen because it is the best analytic orthogonal rotation technique 
3
available.
A comparison of the computer-based and descriptive clas­
sification .schemes developed for this study was undertaken. 
Furthermore, these schemes were compared to those developed by 
Young, Ackoff, Troncale, and Jain.
Statistical Procedures Used to 
Test the Hypotheses
Two-way analysis of variance was used to test the three
hypotheses. While it is not clear whether all the basic assumptions
associated with two-way analysis of variance have been met, small
departures from them can occur without affecting the outcome of the 
4tests.
1
Rummel, Factor Analysis, p. 362.
o
Kleinbaum and Kupper, Applied Regression, p. 391
3 Ibid., p. 392.
4 Ibid., p. 248.
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Hypothesis I and II were tested using a mixed effects two-way
analysis of variance model developed for each major GST vocabulary
component and hypothesis III was tested using a fixed effects model.
The following F tests were used to test the fixed row-factor
(Discipline) main effects, the random column-factor (Time) main
effects and the mixed interaction (Discipline X Time) effects for
1
hypothesis I and II:
For the fixed main effect:
r _ MSR 
“ MSRC
For the random main effect:
r _ MSC 
" MSE
For the mixed interaction effect:
where
v - MSRC 
* " MSE
MSR = SSR
1 I R? - G2 
SSR = cn i=l 1 rcn
MQf — SSC 
MSC " Tc^ i)
SSC = I  c* - G*
r ®  - s - i  Jj=l J rcn
Mcnr — SSRC 
MSRC " (r-l)Cc-l)
i ^ c a
SSRC = - = 2 2 TT. - SSR - SSC -
» imi j=l rcn
_ SSE 
rc(
SSE = TSS - SSR - SSC - SSRC
1 Ibid., p. 326.
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and where
r = levels of the low factor 
c - levels of the column factor 
R = the row totals 
G - the grand total 
T = the cell total 
n = the number of observations.
The fixed effects two-way analysis of variance used to test 
hypothesis III used the following F tests:
For the fixed row main effect:
r _ MSR 
■x MSE
For the fixed column main effect:
r _ MSC 
" MSE
For the fixed interaction effect:
v  - MSRC 
* " MSE
In testing the three hypotheses, a 95 percent confidence level was 
used.
Hypothesis I
Hypothesis I was designed to determine if there were sig­
nificant differences in the mean concept usage level for each major 
vocabulary component by discipline. When significant differences 
were found, Tukey's Method was used to determine what the specific 
differences were. This method was selected because the samples from 
each population were equal, only pairwise comparisons were made, and
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more precise estimates than those offered by other techniques could 
be obtained.*
Hypothesis II
Hypothesis II has been designed to assess if there is
evidence of a trend in the usage of the GST vocabulary components
over time. When significant differences were found for the variable
Time, the method of orthogonal polynomials was used to determine if
the mean response took place in a linear, quadratic, cubic or quartic 
2
fashion. Since the goal of this hypothesis was to ascertain a
historical perspective of usage over time and not predict possible
3
future usage, a regression model was not used.
Hypothesis III
Hypothesis III has been designed to test whether concept 
usage level across all types of publications is the same. While 
General Systems, the yearbook published by the Society of General 
Systems Research, a number of reading books and Behavioral Science 
all included publications spanning the time frame included in this 
study, The International Journal of General Systems and more 
importantly, the Proceedings from the national and international 
conferences did not. The proceedings were only included in the last 
time period. Therefore, a three-way stratification scheme was not
1 Ibid., p. 273.
2
Ibid., p. 280. 
3 Ibid., p. 280.
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possible and only the most recent time period, "1975-1981," was 
included in the analysis. Articles published in Behavioral Sciences, 
The International Journal of General Systems and General Systems were 
classified as Type I articles. Articles published in the readings 
books were classified as Type XI and pieces published in the Proceed­
ings were categorized as Type III.
Scheffe's Method was employed to determine where the dif­
ferences occurred when significant differences were found between the 
mean concept usage level for type of publication. Scheffe's Method 
was used instead of the Tukey Procedure because the population 
samples were unequal and, as a result, the Tukey Procedure was 
inappropriate.^
Validity and Reliability
In designing any research project, the question of validity
and reliability must be addressed. Validity refers to the ability to
2
measure.what was intended and reliability refers to the stability of
3
the results. These issues are important because they reflect how 
much faith one can place on the results and conclusions of the 
research.
1 Kleinbaum and Kupper, Applied Regression, p. 271.
2
Kerlinger, Behavioral Research, p. 456.
3 Ibid.
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Content validity relates to whether or not the instrument 
directly measures what it has been designed to measure.^ There are 
"two major standards for ensuring content validity: (1) a repre­
sentative collection of items and (2) 'sensible' methods of test con- 
2
struction." Content validation, which essentially is judgmental in
3
nature, was not a problem for this study because the purpose of 
this project was to measure the freqiiency of occurrence of vocabulary 
associated with the General Systems Theory language. In order to 
achieve this purpose, a counting scheme was devised and the instru­
ment measured what it was intended to measure. Because of the 
straightforward nature of this study, there was no doubt about the 
content validity of the analysis.
The problem of reliability must also be addressed. The 
concept of reliability reflects the issues of dependability, sta-
4
bility, consistency, and accuracy. "By definition, content analysis 
must be objective."^ Reliability, as it relates to content analysis, 
appears to be high when simple categories are used- (i.e., a word 
unit), when the coders have been trained and have some experience,
* Jum C. Nunnally, Psychometric Theory, 2nd ed. (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978), p. 91.
2 Ibid., p. 92.
Kerlinger, Behavioral Research, p. 459.
4 Ibid., p. 442.
^ Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communication 
Research (Glencoe, IL: The Free Press Publishers, 1952), p. 171.
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and when a complete set of coding rules have been specified.^ Under 
these conditions, the same data should be collected under similar 
circumstances. The methodology of this research project has included 
an operational plan that reflects the conditions necessary to achieve 
reliability. To check the level of reliability, an independent coder 
read a number of articles which were randomly selected from the 
sample. The frequency scores of the .two coders were then compared to 
determine the level of reliability. The results of the reliability 
assessment are presented in Chapter V.
Summary
This section has focused on several methodological considera­
tions for the study of the language associated with General Systems 
Theory. First, the criteria for determining the major vocabulary 
components associated with General Systems Theory were presented. 
Second, a two phase pilot study was undertaken. Phase one identified 
the general GST vocabulary components. Phase two was used to 
identify and resolve potential design problems. Third, the sample 
design and data collection method were presented. Fourth, after the 
data was collected, the major GST vocabulary components retained for 
further analysis were identified. Fifth, classification scheme 
development was described. Sixth, statistical procedures which were 
used to test the hypotheses were discussed. Finally, the problem of 
validity and reliability, which can effect the outcome of the study,
1 Ibid., p. 174.
has been addressed. In conclusion, the methodology of this study has 
permitted the specified purposes of this investigation to be met. 
The next chapter will contain the descriptive and computer-based 
classification schemes. Chapter V will contain the analysis of the 
data pertaining to the hypotheses and the results of the reliability 
assessment. Finally, Chapter VI will include the conclusions, and 
recommendations for future research. .
CHAPTER IV
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 
Introduction
The development of classification schemes has been an
essential element in the early growth of knowledge in new fields of
study.^ They have been important throughout history because they
provide the scientist the ability to summarize a set of concepts used 
2
by a discipline. The ability to summarize provides knowledge about 
3
relationships between concepts that may not be immediately apparent 
A
to the scientist. The development and use of descriptive, heuristic
classification schemes based on qualitatively scaled relationships
5
have been widely used by all disciplines throughout time. For 
example, important descriptive classification research has been 
undertaken by Buch eminent scholars as Aristotle, Bacon, Linnaeus, 
and Freud.^ Classification research has also been undertaken in
' i
Paul H. Rigby, Conceptual Foundations of Business Research 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965), p. 7.
2
Julian L. Simon, Basic Research Methods in Social Science 
(New York: Random House, 1969), pp. 54-55.
3
Rigby, Conceptual Foundations, p. 23.
A
Simon, Basic Research, p. 56.
5 Ibid., p. 54.
6 Ibid., pp. 54-55.
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disciplines such as sociology, philosophy, physics, chemistry,
biology, anthropology, medicine, economics, art and literature.^
"Classification is the process of sorting out a collection of
people or objects and of developing a set of categories among which
2
you divide the collection." Classification schemes are based on the
categorization of items with similar characteristics and should be
3
designed to reflect a specific aim. The specific purpose of 
developing a classification scheme for this study reflects a need to 
be able to summarize a large number of vocabulary terms by the use of 
a smaller number of descriptive categories. Additionally, the 
development of a classification scheme can help in yielding new 
information regarding the relations of items being classified. 
Furthermore, it will help clarify one's understanding of the dis­
cipline. It will be used as an up-to-date reference tool by those 
familiar with the discipline. Those unfamiliar with General Systems 
Theory can use it as a resource which will provide an orientation or 
overview of the field.
Four other classification schemes may be found in the GST 
literature. Those developed by Ackoff, Troncale, and Jain did not 
incorporate GST vocabulary components. Instead, Ackoff classified 
system-types, Troncale investigated concept linkages, and Jain 
categorized disciplines reflected in the content of GST literature.
1 Ibid.
2 Ibid., p. 54.
3 Ibid., pp. 293-295.
The other classification scheme was devised by Young and was voca­
bulary-based. However, Young's study includes GST terminology used 
almost twenty years ago and is thus dated. Given the dynamic nature 
and expansion of the GST discipline since Young's study, the voca­
bulary-based classification schemes developed here reflect the 
current terminology being used in the field. The variations found in 
all of these classification schemes can be attributed to differences 
in the purposes of the various studies. However, each in its own way 
contributes to an understanding of the nature of General Systems 
Theory. Moreover, it was felt that the development of additional 
classification schemes would not be redundant.
This study developed a descriptive, analytically-based clas­
sification scheme and an empirical, computer-based typology. The 
descriptive scheme used the traditional method of qualitatively 
grouping terms based on concept similarity. The scheme devised by 
this method categorized terms on the basis of common attributes which 
reflected system characteristics. While this scheme includes 
operational definitions, there is no numerical evidence which links 
the terms to their respective categories nor doeB it specifically 
reflect usage in the GST literature. In order to address these two 
issues, a computer-based empirical classification scheme was 
developed using factor analysis. This technique has gained wide 
acceptance for deriving empirical concepts, and resultant factors 
can be considered a typology which classifies phenomena based on their
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interrelationships.^ The value of these two classification schemes 
lies in the rationale for their development. The analytical scheme 
reflects the logical grouping of terms based on chains of reasoning 
and provides a descriptive overview of the dimensions of GST. The 
typology developed using factor analysis represents the grouping of 
terms based on independent sources of data variations, and provides 
an understanding of relationships between GST terms based on their 
usage characteristics. Both schemes contribute to a clearer under­
standing of GST for both the "naive" student and the advanced GST 
scholar. The schemes provide the student with a lexicon and guide 
for understanding the interrelationships and complexities of the 
field, while the scholar may be able to discern patterns in the 
development of the discipline and potential areas for future 
research.
Presentation of a Descriptive Classification Scheme
Based on the criteria outlined in Chapter III, the major GST 
vocabulary components were examined to ascertain concept similarities 
so the elements could be separated into specific categories. The 
number of categories was not determined prior to the development of 
the classification scheme. Rather, the terms were first grouped 
based on common attributes which reflected system characteristics. 
This resulted in seven categories which were then named and
1 R. J. Rummel, Applied Factor Analysis (Evanston: North­
western University Press, 1970), p. 21.
operationally defined. The categorization of the major GST voca­
bulary components along with the operational definitions of the 
categories follows:
Robbins' Descriptive Classification Scheme
1. Major System Types. This category incorporates terms used to 
differentiate kinds of systems.
System 
Open System 
Closed System 
Subsystem 
Living System 
Organismic
2. Structural Components. This category includes terms that are 
used to describe the composition or structural aspects of a 
System.
Boundary
Complexity
Differentiation
Environment
Hierarchy
Integration
Morphology
Structure
3. Operational Aspects. This category is characterized by terms 
which reflect internal, non-disruptive work patterns.
Dynamics
Energy
Equilibrium
Goal
Learning
Memory
Motor
Process
Stability
Teleology
4. Governing Aspects. This category includes terms which emphasize 
the regulation and control aspects of systems.
Control
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Cybernetics 
Feedback 
Homeostasis 
Information 
Negative Entropy
5. Interrelationships. This category focuses on the homogeneous or 
heterogeneous nature of system associations.
Communication
Holism
Independence
Interaction
Interdependence
Isolation
Isomorphism
Population
6. Dysfunctional Elements. This category includes factors which 
represent disruptive activities or which create problems for 
systems.
Conflict
Disturbance
Entropy
Strain
Stress
Threat
7. Temporal Dimensions. This category includes terms that reflect 
the life cycle aspects of systems.
Adaptation
Change
Decay
Evolution
Growth
Reproduction
Termination
It should be kept in mind that any system of categories will
have some members which can end up being classified in one or more 
1
categories. This unfortunately is a limitation of categorization
1 Julian L. Simon, Basic Research, p. 300.
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schemes in general. Any categorical structure is a homomorphic 
mapping. That is, terms with similar attributes are grouped together. 
Hence, unique element characteristics (hopefully, unessential ones) 
are stripped away in the process. This suggests that one would need 
an isomorphic map of objects to categories to not have overlapping 
and this, of course, does not provide for any grouping to take place.
Presentation of a Computer-Based 
Classification Scheme
The other classification scheme developed for this study used 
factor analysis to categorize the major GST Vocabulary components. A 
description of the process used to develop the typology is first 
presented, followed by the computer-based typology.
The use of communalities was explored. However, a crucial 
problem arose as a result of replacing the unities found along the 
diagonal of the correlation matrix. The use of communality estimates 
resulted in non-gramian matrices. "The relevant property of a 
gramian matrix is that its eigenvalues are zero or positive. Thus, 
the square root of the eigenvalue is a real number and can be used to 
scale the eigenvectors to determine the factor loadings."^ When 
non-gramian matrices occur the factor loadings based on the positive 
eigenvalues will be inflated. Since the factor loadings would be 
error prone, communality estimates were not used.
* R. J. Rummel, Applied Factor Analysis, p. 259. 
2 Ibid., p. 440.
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The criterion used to determine the number of factors to 
retain for further analysis limited the factors to those with eigen­
values greater than unity. In this case, the 19 factors retained for 
further analysis explained 65 percent of the variance. These 19 
factors were factor analyzed using both an oblique and an orthogonal 
rotation method. When the outcomes from the two separate rotations 
were compared, similar results were found. In other words, the clas­
sification scheme based on the oblique rotation was similar to that 
obtained from the orthogonal rotation. This finding indicates that 
the data is-essentially orthogonal. If this were not the case, the 
results from the oblique rotation would be different.*^ Therefore, 
the computer-based classification scheme is based on results from a 
factor analysis using an orthogonal rotation technique.
The terms associated with each category were those exhibiting
a high loading for that factor. A high loading was defined as .5 or 
2
greater and no term had a high loading on more than one factor. The 
9 terms not categorized because they did not meet- the inclusion 
criteria are: "Change," "Complexity," "Environment," "Feedback,"
"Information," "Isolation," "Reproduction," "Structure," "Termina­
tion." Finally, each category was given a name that reflected the 
variables associated with it. This resulted in the following 
typology:
1 Ibid., p. 386.
Raymond B. Cattell, Factor Analysis; An Introduction and 
Manual for the Psychologist and Social Scientist (New York: Harper
& Brothers, Publishers,1952), p. 79.
Robbins* Computer-based Classification Scheme
Factor Name and Associated Terms Factor Loadings
1. System Descriptors
Isomorphism .90
Differentiation .82
System .76
Dynamics .61
Holism .54
Independence .54
2. States of Balance
Equilibrium .97
Threat .97
. Stability .91
Conflict .59
3. Energy Flows
Decay .79
Negative Entropy .79
Entropy .57
4. Biological Progression
Evolution .73
Living System .52
5. Types of Systems
Closed System .84
Open System .59
6. System Decompositional Descriptors
Subsystem .77
Strain .56
7. Learning Processes
Learning .75
Memory .73
8. Steady-State Elements
Homeostasis .75
Di sturbance •59
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9. Hierarchial Components
Hierarchy .66
10. Systemic Goal Activity
Goal .66
Interdependence .54
11. Morphology/Teleology Elements
Morphology .77
Teleology .59
12. Component Interfaces
Interaction .70
Boundary .66
13. Information Flows
Process .68
Communication .52
14. Accreational Results
Growth .74
Population .71
15. Stress Elements
Stress .77
16. Work-Movement Phenomenon
Motor .65
Energy .63
17. System Governance
Control .68
Cybernetics .61
18. Change Process Elements
Adaptation .74
Integration .67
19. Organism!c Factors
Organismic .79
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Comparison of the Descriptive and 
Computer-based Classification Schemes
In comparing the descriptive and computer-based classifica­
tion schemes, the most obvious difference is the number of categories 
included in both. The descriptive scheme has seven categories 
whereas the computer-based has nineteen. (For a specific comparison, 
see Table 3.) As a result, the ca.tegories in the descriptive 
scheme appear to be more concise and more inclusive while the 
categories found in the computer-based typology are fairly specific. 
As a result, the classification scheme based on a factor analysis 
procedure has substantially more categories with less terms per 
category. The explanation for the difference seems to stem from the 
fact that the computer-based classification scheme has increased the 
resolution level. That is, it has further subdivided the categories 
as well as provided subcategory concept linkages between and among 
categories. To visualize the linkage phenomenon, a diagram (Figure 1) 
has been drawn which shows the relationship set. For example, the 
computer generated category of "System Descriptors" links the follow­
ing descriptive categories: "Major System Types," "Structural
Components," "Operational Aspects," and "Interrelationships." "Major 
System Types" is also linked to "Dysfunctional Elements" through the 
computer-based category of "System Decompositional Descriptors" and 
to "Temporal Dimensions" through the computer-based category of 
"Biological Progression." In examining Figure 1, it is clear that 
other linkages exist. While not all of the Descriptive Classifica­
tion scheme categories are linked to each other via the computer-
TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF DESCRIPTIVE AND COMPUTER- 
BASED CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES .
Classified Descriptive Category Computer-based
Term Heading Category Heading
System System Types System Descriptors
Open System System Types Types of Systems
Closed System System Types Types of Systems
Subsystem System Types System Decompositional Descriptors
Living System System Types Biological Progression
Organismic System Types Organismic Factors
Boundary Structural Components Component Interfaces
Complexity Structural Components -(not classified)-
Differentiation Structural Components System Descriptors
Environment Structural Components -(not classified)-
Hierarchy Structural Components Hierarchial Components
Intergration Structural Components Change Process Elements
Morphology Structural Components Morphology/Teleology Elements
Structure Structural Components -(not classified)-
Dynamics Operational Aspects System Descriptors
Energy Operational Aspects Work-Movement Phenomenon
Equilibrium Operational Aspects States of Balance
Goal Operational Aspects Systemic Goal Activity
Learning Operational Aspects Learning Process
TABLE
Classified Descriptive Category
Term Heading
Memory
Motor
Process
Stability
Teleology
Control
Cybernetics
Feedback
Homeostasis
Information
Negative Entropy
Communication
Holism
Independence
Interaction
Interdependence
Isolation
Isomorphism
Population
Conflict
Disturbance
Entropy
Operational Aspects 
Operational Aspects 
Operational Aspects 
Operational Aspects 
Operational Aspects
Governing Aspects 
Governing Aspects 
Governing Aspects 
Governing Aspects 
Governing Aspects 
Governing Aspects
Interrelationships
Interrelationships
Interrelationships
Interrelationships
Interrelationships
Interrelationships
Interrelationships
Interrelationships
Dysfunctional Elements 
Dysfunctional Elements 
Dysfunctional Elements
(Continued)
Computer-based 
Category Heading
Learning Process 
Work-Movement Phenomenon 
Information Flows 
States of Balance 
Morphology/Teleology Elements
System Governance 
System Governance 
-(not classified)- 
Steady-State Elements 
-(not classified)- 
Energy Flows
Information Flows 
System Descriptors 
System Descriptors 
Component Interfaces 
Systemic Goal Activity 
-(not classified)- 
System Descriptors 
Accreational Results
States of Balance 
Steady-State Elements 
Energy Flows
Classified
Term
Strain
Stress
Threat
Adaptation
Change
Decay
Evolution
Growth
Reproduction
Termination
TABLE 3 (Continued)
Descriptive Category Computer-based
Heading Category Heading
Dysfunctional Elements 
Dysfunctional Elements 
Dysfunctional Elements
Temporal
Temporal
Temporal
Temporal
Temporal
Temporal
Temporal
Dimensions
Dimensions
Dimensions
Dimensions
Dimensions
Dimensions
Dimensions
System Decompositional Descriptors 
Stress Elements 
States of Balance
Change Process Elements 
-(not classified)- 
Energy Flows 
Biological Progression 
Accreational Results 
-(not classified )'- 
-(not classified)-
|  W! UUJbuiTI
Fig. 1. GST vocabulary component linkages between 
the descriptive and computer-based classification schemes.
s j
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Fig. 1. (Continued)
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based scheme (i.e., the category "Governing Aspects" is not linked 
directly to "Major System Types," "Structural Components," "Opera­
tional Aspects" or "Interrelationships"), it must be kept in mind 
that any system of categories will have some elements that can end up 
being classified in one or more categories. This is a general 
weakness of all classification schemes. The use of factor analysis 
to devise a classification has overcome this to some degree and has 
provided an opportunity to identify the relationship set that exists 
among the vocabulary components. Furthermore, by undertaking inter­
active analysis, the linkages which cannot be ascertained using 
either a subjective or objective classification alone become evident. 
Thus, instead of merely saying that the vocabulary components are 
related, interactive analysis shows us how.
Comparison of the Descriptive and Computer-Based 
Classification Schemes With That 
Developed by Young
0. R. Young presented a four category classification scheme 
which incorporated 62 GST concepts. In examining these terms, one 
finds that 30 were designated as major GST vocabulary components. 
Since there is a substantial overlap in the GST vocabulary components 
identified by Young and those classified by this study, one would 
expect to find similarities between the classification schemes. The 
terms under the heading of "Systemic and Descriptive Factors" in 
Young's study are categorized under the descriptive headings of 
"Major System Types," "Structural Components," and "Interrelation­
ships" and the computer-based headings of: "Types of Systems,"
TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF CATEGORIZATION OF TERMS COMMON TO YOUNG'S CLASSIFICATION SCHEME, 
ROBBINS' DESCRIPTIVE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME, AND ROBBINS' COMPUTER-BASED
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
Cmea Vocabulary Ccapooenta Young's Category Heading Robb ini' Descriptive Category Heading Robbins' Coaputer~ Based Category leading
Opea Systea Syateaic and Descriptive Major Systea Types Types of Systea
Closed Systea Syateaic and Descriptive Major Systea Types Types of Systea
Organisuic Systeaic and Descriptive Major Systea Types Organisaic Factors
Subsyatea Systeaic and Descriptive Descriptive Eleaents Systea Decoapositional
Boundary Systeaic and Descriptive Structural Coaponents Coaponent Interfaces
Environaent Systeaic and Descriptive Structural Coaponents —
Isolation Systeaic and Descriptive Interrelationships —
Interaction Systeaic and Descriptive Interrelationships Coaponent Interfaces
Interdependence Systeaic and Descriptive Interrelationships Systea Goal Activity
Independence Systeaic and Descriptive Interrelationships Systea Descriptors
Integration Systeaic and Descriptive Structural Coaponents Change Process
Differentiation Systeaic and Descriptive Structural Coaponents ■Systea Descriptors
00
O
TABLE 4 (Continued)
Cnaann Vocabulary Coaponenta Young*a Catcpiy leading Robb ini' Descriptive Category Heading Robbina* Coaputer-Baaed Category Heading
Stability Regulation and Haintenance Operational Aapecta Statea of Balance
Equilibrium Regulation and Haintenance Operational Aapecta Statea of Balance
Feedback Regulation and Haintenance Governing Aapecta —
Hcaeostaaia Regulation and Haintenance Governing Aapecta Steady-State Eleaenta
Control Regulation and Haintenance Governing Aapecta Syatea Governance
Negative Entropy Regulation and Haintenance Governing Aapecta Energy Flown
Reproduction Regulation and Haintenance Tenporal Diaenaiona Accreational Reaulta
Conaunication Regulation and Haintenance Interrelationahipa Inforaation Flowa
Adaptation Dynaaica and Change Tenporal Diaenaiona Change Proceaa
learning Dynaaica and Change Operational Aapecta Learning Proceaa
Growtb Dynamics and Change Tenporal Diaenaiona Accreational Reaulta
Change Dynaaica and Change Tenporal Diaenaiona —
Teleology Dynaaica and Change Operational Aapecta Morphology/Teleology
Goal Dynaaica and Change Operational Aapecta Syateaic Goal Activity
Dynaaica Dynaaica and Change Operational Aapecta Syatea Deacriptora
Streaa Decline and Breakdown Dysfunctional Eleaenta ’ Streaa Eleaenta
Diatnrbance Decline and Breakdown Dyafunctional Eleaenta Steady-State Eleaenta
Decay Decline and Breakdown Tenporal Diaenaion Energy Flowa
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"Organismic Factors," "System Decompositional Descriptors," "Com­
ponent Interfaces," "Systemic Goal Activity," "System Descriptors," 
and "Change Process." (See Table 4 for the Comparison). It must be 
kept in mind that Young's classification had four categories whereas 
Robbins' Descriptive Scheme had seven and Robbins' Computer-Based 
Scheme had nineteen. Therefore, one would not expect Young's scheme 
to be a perfect match. However, in comparing Young's first category 
to the descriptive typology, it should be noted that no other coranon 
terms are classified as "Major System Types" or "Structural Com­
ponents” and very few are classified under "Interrelationships." In 
this case, it would appear that the descriptive scheme is more finely 
tuned in the sense that instead of incorporating all the terms under 
one category, three were designated. The computer-based scheme also 
reflects the same phenomenon.
Young's second heading, "Regulation and Maintenance," con­
tains terms that have been classified under the headings of "Opera­
tional Aspects," "Governing Aspects," "Temporal Dimensions" and 
"Interrelationships" in the descriptive typology. These same terms 
have been categorized as "States of Balance," "Steady-State 
Elements," "System Governance," "Energy Flows," "Accreational 
Results" and "Information Flows" in the computer-based typology. 
While the terms have been split among four categories in the des­
criptive scheme, this may be misleading because the majority of the 
terms have been classified as either "Operational Aspects" or 
"Governing Aspects." These two categories seem to capture the 
essence of Young's second category. The computer-based scheme also
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seems to reflect Young's category because the terms, for the most 
part, are classified under categories that reflect regulation and 
control.
Young's third category is titled "Dynamics and Change." The 
terms found under this heading are categorized in the descriptive 
typology under "Operational Aspects," "Temporal Dimensions" and 
"Interrelationships," and in the computer-based scheme under "Change 
Process," "Learning Process," "Accreational Results," "Morphology/ 
Teleology Elements," "Systemic Goal Activity" and "System Descrip­
tors." There appears to be greater disparity in this category than 
in the previous two. While the "Temporal Dimensions" category in the 
descriptive scheme and the "Change Process," and "Learning Process" 
in the computer-based scheme reflect the operational definition of 
Young's category, the majority of the words classified by Young under 
this heading are found under diverse headings both in the descriptive 
and computer-based classification schemes.
Young's final category embodies terms that reflect the 
decline and breakdown of systems. The terms classified under this 
category are found under the headings of "Dysfunctional Elements" and 
"Temporal Dimensions" in the descriptive scheme and under "Stress," 
"Steady-State Elements" and "Energy Flows" in the computer-based 
scheme. Given that two of the three common terms are classified as 
"Dysfunctional Elements" in the descriptive scheme, it would appear 
that this category is closely related to Young's. However the com­
puter-based scheme displays greater divergences.
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Neither the descriptive nor the computer-based classification 
scheme exactly duplicated that developed by Young. The differences 
can be attributed, in part, to the varying number of categories used 
in each scheme. In order to reduce these, a factor analysis was run 
which restricted the factors to four. Since this procedure forced 
the terms to load on only four factors, the criteria used to identify 
the terms associated with the 19 categories of the computer-based 
scheme could not be used. Therefore, the highest loading associated 
with each term was used instead. The resulting classification scheme 
along with a comparison to Young's is found in Table 5. In comparing 
the two, it is clear that the differences increased instead of 
decreased. This can be attributed to the different methodologies 
used to construct the two schemes.
In summary, it is clear that while the descriptive clas­
sification scheme had more categories than Young's it came closer to 
matching his than either of the computer generated schemes. This 
reflects the nature of the methodologies used to devise the different 
schemes. Young's typology was descriptive from a subjectively 
developed sample of the literature, not empirically developed from a 
random sample and computer processed. As a result, it would be more 
prone to resemble the descriptive classification developed for this 
study.
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TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF 4 FACTOR CLASSIFICATION SCHEME USING 
FACTOR ANALYSIS WITH YOUNG'S 4 CATEGORY 
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
Term Factor # Young's Category Heading
System 1
Open System 1
Complexity 1
Dynamics 1
Growth 1
Structure 1
Differentiation 1
Disturbance 1
Feedback 1
Holism 1
Independence 1
Integration 1
Isolation 1
Isomorphism 1
Population 1
Stress 1
Teleology 1
Termination 1
Stability 2
Conflict 2
Equilibrium 2
Threat 2
Closed System 3
Living System 3
Information 3
Decay 3
Energy 3
Entropy 3
Homeostasis 3
Negative Entropy 3
Organismic 3
Subsystem
Boundary
Change
Communication
Control
Environment
Systemic and Descriptive
Dynamics and Change 
Dynamics and Change
Systemic and Descriptive 
Decline and Breakdown 
Regulation and Maintenance
Systemic and Descriptive 
Systemic and Descriptive 
Systemic and Descriptive
Decline and Breakdown 
Dynamics and Change
Regulation and Maintenance
Regulation and Maintenance
Systemic and Descriptive
Decline and Breakdown
Regulation and Maintenance 
Regulation and Maintenance 
Systemic and Descriptive 
Systemic and Descriptive 
Systemic and Descriptive 
Dynamics and Change 
Regulation and Maintenance 
Regulation and Maintenance 
Systemic and Descriptive
Term
TABLE 5 (Continued)
Factor # Young's Category Heading
Evolution
Goal
Learnings
Process
Adaptation
Cybernetics
Hierarchy
Interaction
Inte rdependent
Memory
Morphology
Motor
Reproduction
Strain
Dynamics and Change 
Dynamics and Change
Dynamics and Change
Systemic and Descriptive 
Systemic and Descriptive
Regulation and Maintenance
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Comparison of the Descriptive and Computer-Based 
Classification Schemes With That 
Developed by Ackoff
Ackoff has developed a classification scheme that is dif­
ferent from that developed by Young or those developed for this 
study. The schemes developed by Young, and Robbins categorize GST 
vocabulary components and concepts according to descriptive charac­
teristics or by factor analysis. Ackoff has not attempted. to 
classify the terms he has identified, but rather has classified 
different types of Systems on the basis of behavioral characteris­
tics. Therefore, a direct comparison is not possible. Furthermore, 
the types of Systems (State-maintaining, Goal-seeking, Multi-goal- 
seeking and Purposive, and Purposeful) Ackoff has identified were not 
recognized as major GST vocabulary components in this study.
Comparison of the Descriptive and Computer-Based 
Classification Schemes With That 
Developed by Troncale
Troncale devised an 11 category classification scheme which 
incorporated concepts and principles that link twenty-three systems 
fields. While a few of the items found in Troncale's typology could 
be considered GST vocabulary components, for the most part, the items 
he categorized do not reflect the set of terms identified by this 
study. Specifically, the only two terms which are the same as those 
identified as major GST vocabulary components are "Entropy" and 
"Negentropy" which is the same as "Negative Entropy." He categorized 
these terms under the heading of "Systemic Energy F I o w b . "  These same
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terms were classified as a "Dysfunctional Element” and a "Governing 
Aspect" respectively in the descriptive classification scheme 
developed for this study. "Entropy" and "Negative Entropy" are both 
classified as "Energy Flows" in the computer-based scheme developed 
for this study. While the two studies only have two terms in common, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the way these terms were 
classified by Troncale and by the factor analysis.
Comparison of the Descriptive and Computer-Based 
Classification Schemes With That 
Developed by Jain
In his classification scheme, Jain used six broad descriptors 
which reflect different fields of study to categorize the concepts or 
theories used in the GST literature. The elements included in his 
typology describe various aspects of the content of the disciplines 
contributing to General Systems Theory as opposed to the vocabulary 
used in the GST literature. For example, under the heading of 
"Social Theory" Jain has included the following: "Social Organiza­
tion," "Political Sociology," "Mathematical Sociology," "Quantitative 
Methodology," "Exchange Theory," "Social Psychology," "Social 
Theory," and "Social Thought." As a result, the classification 
scheme developed by Jain is difficult to compare to the two developed 
for this study because of the differing nature of the elements 
included in each study. It should be noted that a few of the 
elements identified by Jain are similar to some of the terms included 
in this study. For example, Jain included the concepts of "Entropy," 
"Adaptation," and "Evolution" which, of course, directly correspond
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to terms in this study. However, since Jain's elements have been 
classified under broad, discipline-based descriptors, and the terms 
in this study have been classified as descriptive elements, com­
parison of the common and similar elements would not yield meaningful 
results. The different purposes and different methodologies of the 
two studies is the primary reason for this.
Summary
This chapter has presented the two classification schemes 
developed for this study. A comparison of the two indicated that the 
descriptive scheme was more concisely constructed and therefore, the 
categories were more general than those indicated by the computer- 
based scheme. Moreover, further analysis revealed that the higher 
level of resolution associated with the computer-based scheme was 
actually able to provide linkages between and among categories. This 
finding would not have been possible if only one of the two schemes 
had been devised. Furthermore, it provides an indication of how the 
two classification schemes are related.
The two classifications schemes were then compared to those 
developed by Young, Ackoff, Troncale, and Jain. The typologies 
developed for this study came closest to resembling Young's primarily 
because both studies were designed to investigate the dimensions of 
the language associated with General Systems Theory. Because of 
this, there were a number of terms which were common to both studies. 
Also, the categories designated by Young were similar to those in the 
descriptive scheme because both were designed to reflect the sustance
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of GST. However, an experimental factor analysis which restricted 
the factors to the same number Young used failed to duplicate Young's 
categorization.
None of the terms Ackoff classified were identified as major 
GST vocabulary components. Therefore, comparison with this clas­
sification scheme was not possible. Comparison of the classification 
schemes developed for this report to that developed by Troncale was 
limited by the nature of the two studies. The elements categorized 
in this study were vocabulary components whereas Troncale categorized 
not only concepts but also theories which linked twenty-three fields. 
In general, his classification scheme was unlike the two developed 
for this study and the differences can be attributed to the different 
goals of the two studies. Finally, similar problems were encountered 
in trying to compare this study's typologies to that developed by 
Jain. His classification categories were discipline descriptors and 
the components were discipline-based concepts and theories. While a 
few of the components were similar to terms included in this study, 
his type of categorization prohibited accurate comparison. Again, 
this merely reflects the different goals relating to the two studies.
Chapter IV has presented two types of classification schemes 
developed for this study. Therefore, the analysis undertaken to meet 
purpose two has been included in this chapter. Additional analysis 
designed to accomplish purposes three, four, and five is contained in 
the next chapter.
CHAPTER V
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Introduction
The primary purpose of this chapter is to present the statis­
tical results and analysis of each of the three hypotheses included 
in this study. Also, the results from the reliability assessment are 
included.
Results and Analysis of Hypothesis I
Hypothesis I was tested to determine if significant dif­
ferences relating to GST concept usage levels existed among the 
disciplines contributing to the General Systems Theory literature. 
In order to accomplish this, the following null hypothesis was 
tested:
H : There are no significant differences between the dis- 
° ciplines with regard to their mean concept usage level
for each major GST vocabulary component.
or
where
|i = the mean concept UBage level of each major vocabulary 
component 
e = the Exact Science discipline 
z - the Biological Science discipline 
b = the Behavioral Science discipline 
s = the Social Science discipline
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The statistical tool used to test this hypothesis, as well as hypothe­
sis 11, was a mixed effects two-way Analysis of Variance (two-way 
ANOVA). The independent variables used were "Discipline" which 
included the Exact, Biological, Behavioral, and Social Sciences and 
"Time" which included the following five time periods: Prior to
1960, 1960-1964, 1965-1969, 1970-1974, 1975-1981. The dependent 
variable was the concept usage level. Since the hypothesis was 
designed to identify differences in GST concept usage levels between 
disciplines, both the main effect, which tested differences between 
the disciplines, and the interaction effects, which tested dif­
ferences between disciplines over time were examined.
Hypothesis I was tested for each of the 51 major GST vocabu­
lary components. (See Table 6 for a summary of the results.) The 
null hypothesis was accepted for the following 36 terms: "Closed
System," "Subsystem," "Boundary," "Communication," "Control," "Com­
plexity," "Environment," "Goal," "Growth," "Information," "Process," 
"Stability," "Structure," "Conflict," "Cybernetics," "Decay," "Dis­
turbance," "Energy," "Equilibrium," "Feedback," "Hierarchy," "Holism," 
"Homeostasis," "Independence," "Integration," "Interaction," "Iso­
morphism," "Memory," "Morphology," "Negative Entropy," "Reproduction," 
"Strain," "Stress," "Teleology," "Termination," and "Threat." The 
null hypothesis was rejected at the P < .05 level for 15 major GST 
vocabulary components. There are significant differences in the mean 
concept usage level between the disciplines for the following seven 
terms: "System," "Living System," "Change," "Interdependent,"
"Learning," "Organismic," and "Population." There are significant
TABLE 6
TWO-WAY ANOVA RESULTS OF THE MAJOR GST VOCABULARY COMPONENTS 
WITH RESPECT TO THE MAIN EFFECT "DISCIPLINE" AND 
THE INTERACTION EFFECTS
Major
Vocabulary
Component
Main Effect 
"Discipline"
Interaction Effect 
"Discipline * Time"
F Value PR > F F Value PR > F
System 2.75 .0420* .88 .5717
Closed System 1.23 .2974 1.00 .4471
Living System 3.39 .0181* .89 .5563
Open System 5.56 .0011* 3.92 .0001*
Subsystem .92 .4329 .75 .6994
Boundary 1.52 .2066 1.34 .1927
Change 3.96 .0086* .50 .9119
Communication 1.05 .3714 .95 .4920
Control 1.04 .3769 1.55 .1029
Complexity 1.36 .2528 1.47 .1340
Dynamics 3.42 .0174* 2.03 .0210*
Environment 1.09 .3518 1.35 .1903
Evolution 1.51 .2109 1.91 .0321*
Goal 2.31 .0742 .90 .5459
Growth 1.98 .1145 1.57 .0987
Information 2.12 .0953 .91 .5360
Learning 2.62 .0496* 1.43 .1491
Process. .84 .4773 .99 .4611
Stability 1.00 .3946 1.34 .1916
Structure 2.04 .1058 .96 .4838
Adaptation 1.07 .3638 1.99 .0237*
Conflict .90 .4425 .72 .7339
Cybernetics 1.80 .1452 1.19 .2886
Decay .85 .4679 1.62 .0835
Differentiation 2.32 .0740 2.28 .0083*
Disturbance .23 .8772 1.75 .0553
Energy .99 .4005 1.37 .1764
Entropy 2.93 .0329* 1.84 .0410*
Equilibrium 1.15 .3279 1.11 .3475
Feedback .46 .7147 1.55 .1028
Hierarchy 1.52 .2081 1.03 .4167
Holism .93 .4304 1.10 .3546
Homeostasis 1.41 .2374 .99 .4568
Independence .33 .8032 .90 .5458
Integration 1.56 .1971 1.70 .0645
TABLE 6 (continued)
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Major
Vocabulary
Coaiponent
Main Effect 
"Discipline"
Interaction Effect 
"Discipline * Time"
F Value PR > F F Value PR > F
Interaction 1.22 .3017 .57 .8692
Interdependent 2.97 .0312* .53 .8955
Isolation 2.06 .1037 3.87 .0001*
Isomorphism 1.40 .2427 .85 .6011
Memory .81 .4899 .80 .6508
Morphology 1.01 .3890 1.06 .3913
Motor 3.16 .0246* 3.12 .0003*
Negative Entropy 1.30 .2729 1.70 .0643
Organismic . 3.61 .0136* .70 .7513
Population 6.84 .0002* 1.72 .0605
Reproduction 1.14 .3348 .83 .6239
Strain 1.33 .2637 .93 .5195
Stress 1.11 .3451 1.65 .0763
Teleology .88 .4536 .87 .5817
Termination 1.11 .3447 1.40 .1647
Threat .79 .5009 1.02 .4311
* Significant at P < .05.
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differences in the mean concept usage level between the disciplines 
over time for the following four terms: "Evolution," "Adaptation,"
"Differentiation," and "Isolation." Also, there are significant 
differences in the mean concept usage level both between the dis­
ciplines and between the disciplines over time for the following four 
terms: "Dynamics," "Entropy," "Motor," and "Open System."
In analyzing the results fro.m the 51 two-way ANOVA's, the 
usage levels between the disciplines were found to be equal for more 
than two-thirds of the terms tested. This indicates that the 
majority of .the terms in the vocabulary set associated with the GST 
language are being used at a statistically equal level. This is an 
important finding for two reasons. First, the vocabulary associated 
with the GST language must be capable of transcending discipline 
bbundaries. While one of the criteria used in the identification of 
major GST vocabulary components did stipulate that the term had to 
exhibit the potential for being used by all disciplines contributing 
to GST, it was not immediately apparent if the terms were actually 
being used by all groups concerned. This finding provides evidence 
that the majority of the GST vocabulary components have been adopted 
by a diverse group of disciplines contributing to General Systems 
Theory. Second, if the adoption of a common vocabulary set is the 
first step in building a communication network capable of transcend­
ing discipline boundaries, it would seem that those interested in 
General System Theory have the potential for meeting one of the 
Society's primary goals.
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While the majority of the terms were being used at a statis­
tically equal level, differences in concept usage levels between 
disciplines, between disciplines over time, or both, were found for 
fifteen terms. Specifically, significant differences in the mean 
concept usage levels were found for seven terms. When the Tukey 
procedure was used to ascertain the cause of the differences, it was 
found that the Biologists used four .of the seven at a significantly 
higher level than the other groups. Those concepts include: 
"System," "Living System," "Organismic," and "Population." Further­
more, both the Exact and Social Sciences used the term "System" at a 
higher level than the Behavioral Sciences. The Tukey procedure also 
indicated that the Behavioral Sciences used the term "Learning" at 
significantly higher levels than the other disciplines. Further, no 
differences were found in the concept usage level between the 
Behavioral and the Social Sciences for the term "Interdependent." 
Both these groups used the term at a significantly higher level than 
the Biologists and the Exact Sciences. Moreover, the Biologists used 
the term "Interdependent" at a higher level than the Exact Sciences. 
Finally, the Social Sciences were found to use the term "Change" at 
significantly higher level that the other disciplines.
Differences were found between disciplines over time for the 
following four terms: "Evolution," "Adaptation," "Differentiation,"
and "Isolation." When tracing the usage level of a vocabulary 
component by discipline over time, a specific discipline may exhibit 
a significant difference from the others in one time period. In the 
next time period, the same discipline may not be different. This
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could occur either because of a decline in the usage by that discipline 
or increasing usage by the other groups. Therefore, one cannot specify 
definitive conclusions as to which group is specifically causing the 
differences.
Finally, there were four terms which displayed differences in 
the mean concept usage levels between the disciplines as well as 
between the disciplines over time. In this case, the cause of the
differences for three of the four terms can be attributed in part to
the Biologists. This group used the term "Open System" at a sig­
nificantly higher level than the other disciplines. Also, the 
Biologists and the Exact Sciences used the term "Dynamics" at a 
higher level than the Social or Behavioral Sciences and the term 
"Entropy" at a higher level than the Social Sciences. Also, the 
Behavioral Sciences used the term "Motor" at a significantly higher 
level than the Social Sciences. Again, it is difficult to specify 
the cause of the differences that occurred over time.
Results and Analysis of Hypothesis II
One of the purposes of this study was to trace the usage
levels of the major GST vocabulary components through time. In order 
to accomplish this, the following null hypothesis was tested:
H : There are no significant differences in mean concept
0 usage level between time periods,
or
V  hx = m2 = m3 = m4 = m5
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where
p = the mean concept usage level of each major vocabulary 
component
1 - Time Period 1 (Prior to 1960).
2 = Time Period 2 (1960-64).
3 = Time Period 3 (1965-69).
4 a Time Period 4 (1979-74).
5 = Time Period 5 (1975-81).
A two-way analysis of variance model which included the 
independent variables "Discipline" and "Time" was used to test hypothe­
sis II for each of the 51 major GST vocabulary components. (Table 7
contains a summary of the results.) The null hypothesis was accepted
for the following forty-one terms: "Closed System," "Living System,"
"Subsystem," "Boundary," "Change," "Communication," "Control," "Com­
plexity," "Dynamics," "Environment," "Evolution," "Goal," "Growth," 
"Information," "Learning," "Process," "Stability," "Adaptation," 
"Conflict," "Decay," "Disturbance," "Energy," "Entropy," "Equil­
ibrium," "Feedback," "Homeostasis," "Independence," "Integration," 
"Interdependent," "Isolation," "Isomorphism," "Memory," "Morphology," 
"Negative Entropy," "Organismic," "Population," "Reproduction," 
"Strain," "Stress," "Termination," and "Threat." The null hypothesis 
was rejected at the P < .05 level for ten major GST vocabulary 
components. There are significant differences in the mean concept 
usage level over time for the following terms: "System," "Open
System," "Structure," "Cybernetics," "Differentiation," "Hierarchy," 
"Holism," "Interaction," "Motor," and "Teleology." Orthogonal 
contrasts were used to determine the nature of the change in the mean 
concept usage for the proceeding terms. It was found that the
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TABLE 7
TWO-WAY ANOVA RESULTS OF THE MAJOR GST VOCABULARY 
COMPONENTS WITH RESPECT TO THE MAIN EFFECT "TIME"
Major Main Effect
Vocabulary  "Time"_______
Component F Value PR > F
System 4.47 .0015*
Closed System .78 .5356
Living System 1.16 .3269
Open System 4.12 .0028*
Subsystem 1.36 .2468
Boundary 1.68 .1535
Change 1.10 .3563
Communication .85 .4941
Control .78 .5405
Complexity 1.59 .1756
Dynamics 2.39 .0501
Environment 2.18 .0702
Evolution 1.29 .2723
Goal .46 .7667
Growth .76 .5518
Information .24 .9152
Learning .80 .5273
Process .54 .7090
Stability .66 .6201
Structure 3.40 .0096*
Adaptation .28 .8905
Conflict .99 .4107
Cybernetics 2.74 .0284*
Decay 1.83 .1216
Differentiation 2.79 .0261*
Disturbance 1.43 .2238
Energy 1.78 .1293
Entropy .48 .7483
Equilibrium .97 .4260
Feedback .56 .6929
Hierarchy 3.24 .0124*
Holism 2.88 .0226*
Homeostasis .84 .5015
Independence 1.02 .3949
Integration .49 .7446
TABLE 7 (continued)
Major Main Effect
Vocabulary  "Time"________
Component F Value PR > F
Interaction 2.63 .0339*
Interdependent .66 .6209
Isolation .43 .7833
Isomorphism 1.14 .3377
Memory 1.94 .1032 .
Morphology 2.13 .0770
Motor 4.60 .0012*
Negative Entropy 1.31 .2672
Organismic .63 .6449
Population 2.38 .0513
Reproduction 1.08 .3667
Strain .69 .5970
Stress .90 .4646
Teleology 2.81 .0252*
Termination .76 .5518
Threat .90 .4614
* Significant at P < .05.
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relationship between concept usage level and time is a linear one for 
the following terms: "System,1* "Hierarchy," "Holism," "Interaction,"
and "Motor.*' Higher order effects were found for the other terms. 
Change in the concept usage pattern is best described as quadratic 
for the terms "Cybernetics,** and "Teleology"; cubic for the terms 
"Structure," and "Differentiation"; and quartic for the term "Open 
System."
In analyzing hypothesis II, it is clear that the "Time"
variable did not significantly explain the amount of variation found
in the GST concept usage level for the majority of the terms. Also,
2it should be pointed out that the maximum R for the two-way ANOVA
2
models was less than .20 with most being less than .10. Since the R 
indicates the amount of variation in the mean concept usage level 
explained by the independent variables, interpretation of the models 
that do exhibit evidence of a trend of some sort must be done with 
caution.
Results and Analysis of Hypothesis III
Hypothesis III was designed to test if there are any dif­
ferences in the usage levels of the major vocabulary components by
type of publication. The following null hypothesis was tested:
H : There are no significant differences between the type of
° publication with regard to their concept usage level for 
each major GST vocabulary component.
or
t
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where
p = the mean concept usage level for each vocabulary 
component
j = Type 1 articles (articles published in Behavioral
Science, The International Journal of General Systems, 
and General Systems.
R = Type II articles (articles published in readings books)
P = Type III articles (articles published in conference 
proceedings).
Each major GST vocabulary component was tested using a 
two-way analysis of variance. The independent variables used were 
"Discipline" and "Type of Publication." The data used to test this 
hypothesis was not stratified by "Type of Publication." As a result, 
data collected for this study did not include any observations for 
the Biological or Behavioral Sciences. Therefore, while analysis of 
the main effect "Type" was undertaken, an assessment of the inter­
action effect was not because the results would be invalid due to the 
large number of zero cells.
In analyzing the results of the 51 ANOVA's developed to test 
hypothesis III, it was found that the majority of the terms (45) were 
being used equally in the three types of publications included in 
this study. (See Table 8 for a summary of the results.) The null 
hypothesis was rejected at the P < .05 level for the following Bix 
major GST vocabulary conqponents: "Boundary," "Control," "Process,"
"Independence," "Integration," and "Termination." Using the Scheffe 
method, it was found that differences could be attributed to Readings 
books in terms of high concept usage level for three terms 
("Boundary," "Control," and "Termination"). Conference Proceedings 
were found to have higher concept usage levels for two terms
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TABLE 8
TWO-WAY ANOVA RESULTS FOR THE MAIN EFFECT "TYPE" USED 
TO DETERMINE DIFFERENCES IN USAGE LEVELS AMONG TYPES 
OF PUBLICATIONS IN TIME PERIOD 5 FOR THE MAJOR 
GST VOCABULARY COMPONENTS
Major Main Effect
Vocabulary "Type"
Component F Value PR > F
System .68 .5078
Closed System .80 .4538
Living SyBtem .66 .5184
Open System .12 .8833
Subsystem .33 .7168
Boundary A. 15 .0199*
Change .30 .7385
Communication .48 .6179
Control 7.57 .0011*
Complexity 1.63 .2032
Dynamics 2.23 .1156
Environment .51 .6001
Evolution 3.06 .0533
Goal .57 .5694
Growth .29 .7520
Information 1.93 .1532
Learning .69 .5058
Process 3.57 .0334*
Stability 1.77 .1786
Structure .93 .3992
Adaptation 3.10 .0515
Conflict .05 .9537
Cybernetics 1.69 .1916
Decay 1.41 .2522
Differentiation .13 .8785
-Disturbance .06 .9445
Energy .83 .4382
Entropy .78 .4627
Equilibrium .41 .6673
Feedback 1.34 .2672
Hierarchy .98 .3792
Holism .51 .6013
Homeostasis 1.08 .3450
Independence 6.68 .0022*
Integration 5.19 .0079*
TABLE 8 (continued)
Major Main Effect
Vocabulary "Type"
Component F Value PR > F
Interaction .10 .9060
Interdependent .23 .7932
Isolation 1.16 .3205
Isomorphism .02 .9837
Memory .61 .5439
Morphology 1.02 .3650
Motor .16 .8559
Negative Entropy .74 .4827
Organismic .78 .4632
Population .42 .6569
Reproduction .10 .9041
Strain .46 .6359
Stress .63 .5338
Teleology 1.63 .2041
Termination 4.22 .0185*
Threat .25 .7787
* Significant at P < .05.
("Process" and "Integration") and Journals only reflected a high 
usage level for the term "Independence." A rationale for why these 
results were found may simply be that they are caused by random 
sampling error. The important aspect of this hypothesis does not 
relate to the few terms where differences existed but rather that the 
majority of major GST vocabulary are being employed equally in the 
literature without regard to type of publication.
Assessment of Reliability
Inter-rater reliability refers to the ability to generate 
consistent results by different coders. The methodology of this 
research project employed an operational plan that incorporated the 
conditions necessary to achieve reliability. The categories were 
kept simple and the prescribed conditions for collecting the data 
were closely followed. Furthermore, the coder (Rater 1) had gained 
experience from collecting data for the pilot study.^ However, since 
only one individual collected all the data for the study, an assess­
ment of the reliability was undertaken. Eight articles (2%) were 
randomly selected without replacement from the 400 included in the 
study's sample. An independent coder (Rater 2) read the eight 
articles and recorded the frequency that each major GST vocabulary 
component appeared in each article. In order to measure how closely 
the frequency scores obtained by Rater 1 were related to those
* Jum C. Nunnally, Psychometric Theory, Second edition (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978), p. 242.
obtained by Rater 2, a correlation coefficient, which measures the 
strength of association between variables, was developed for each 
major GST vocabulary component (see Table 9).
In analyzing the correlation coefficients, it is clear that 
the operational plan designed for this study is concise enough to 
permit replication. All the correlation coefficients were above .90 
except for the term "Learning" which .had a correlation coefficient of 
.869 which is still at a very high level. Therefore, in conclusion, 
the results from the reliability assessment indicate that the data 
gathered exhibit high levels of reliability.
The results from testing the three hypotheses has been pre­
sented in this chapter along with an assessment of the reliability of 
the data gathered for this study. Hypothesis I was designed to test 
for the differences between the disciplines with regard to their 
mean concept usage level for each major GST vocabulary component. 
The null hypothesis was accepted for thirty-six of the terms. This 
indicates that the majority of the terms are being employed at a 
statistically equal level among the disciplines. Hypothesis II was 
designed to test for concept usage trends over time. In testing this 
hypothesis, it was found that the mean concept usage level has not 
changed significantly over time for the majority of the terms tested. 
Hypothesis III was designed to .est differences between the type of 
publication with regard to their mean concept usage level for each 
major GST vocabulary component. The null hypothesis was accepted for
TABLE 9
ASSESSMENT OF INTER-RATER RELIABILITY FOR MAJOR GST 
VOCABULARY COMPONENTS USING CORRELATION ANALYSIS
System .999
Closed System 1
Living System 1
Open System 1
Subsystem 1
Boundary 1
Change .999
Communication .994
Control 1
Complexity 1
Dynamics 1
Environment .999
Evolution .993
Goal .995
Growth .969
Information .994
Learning .869
Process .995
Stability .922
Structure .996
Adaptation .994
Conflict 1
Cybernetics *
Decay 1
Differentiation 1
Disturbance .912
Energy .981
Entropy
Equilibrium
Feedback
Hierarchy .994
Holism
Homeostasis 1
Independence 1
Integration .997
Interaction 1
Interdependent 1
Isolation .928
Isomorphism 1
Memory 1
TABLE 9 (Continued)
Morphology *
Motor *
Negative Entropy 1
Organismic *
Population .994
Reproduction .994
Strain 1
Stress .991
Teleology 1
Termination 1
Threat 1
* Zero observations for both raters.
the majority of the terms (45). This indicates that the terms are 
being employed equally in the literature without regard to type of 
publication. Finally, the results from an assessment of inter-rater 
reliability indicated that the data gathered for this study exhibit 
high reliability.
The next chapter provides conclusions drawn from the analysis 
presented in this chapter. Areas for future research concerning the 
dimensions of the language associated with General Systems Theory are 
also presented.
I
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary
This study was undertaken in order to explore various dimen­
sions of the language associated with General Systems Theory. After 
the major GST vocabulary components were identified descriptive and 
computer-based classification schemes were developed. These two 
classification schemes were compared to each other as well as those 
developed by Young, Ackoff, Troncale, and Jain. Furthermore, the 
concept usage levels of each major vocabulary component for the 
disciplines contributing to the GST literature were compared. A time 
dimension was included which permitted the identification of changes 
that have occurred in concept usage levels over time. Finally, the 
concept usage levels of each vocabulary component by type of publica­
tion were explored.
The purposes of this investigation were:
1. To identify the major vocabulary components associated 
with the General Systems Theory language.
2. To develop a classification scheme which incorporated the 
major vocabulary components associated with the General 
Systems Theory language.
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3. To analyze the usage levels of the major vocabulary 
components by the disciplines which have contributed to 
the field of General Systems Theory.
4. To trace the usage levels of the major GST vocabulary 
components through time.
5. To determine if there is any difference in the usage 
levels of the major vocabulary components by type of 
publication.
Purpose One was accomplished by implementing a number of 
criteria which permitted the identification of the vocabulary 
associated with the General Systems Theory language. The first 
criterion was designed to enumerate terms that reflected the 
dimensional aspects of systems terminology needed to identify systems 
characteristics which are isomorphic across different disciplines. 
The second criterion was used to eliminate discipline-bound terms 
with limited applicability. The third criterion was used to specify 
the sources used in the identification process. This resulted in 
surveying twenty-three volumes of General Systems, and James G. 
Hiller's Living Systems. The final criterion was designed to 
identify those terms considered to be major GST vocabulary components. 
The screening process was based on data gathered from 400 articles 
which were randomly selected from the General Systems Theory litera­
ture. This resulted in the identification of 51 major terms 
associated with the GST language. Additionally, this data was also 
used in the identification process and waB also used to accomplish 
purposes two, three, four, and five of this study.
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Purpose two was accomplished through the development of two 
classification schemes. The first was descriptive in nature, and was 
based on the categorization of items with similar characteristics. 
The 51 major GST vocabulary components were sorted into seven des­
criptive categories which reflected the criteria used to identify the 
terms and which reflected system characteristics. The other clas­
sification scheme was computer-based using factor analysis to 
categorize the major GST vocabulary terms. This technique produced a 
typology of nineteen categories which was compared to the seven-group 
descriptive scheme. These two classification schemes were further 
compared to those developed by Young, Ackoff, Troncale, and Jain.
Purposes three, four and five were accomplished through an 
investigation utilizing data gathered from a random sample of 400 
articles. The sample design incorporated a double stratification 
scheme based on both discipline and time dimensions. This permitted 
analysis of the usage levels of the major vocabulary components by 
the disciplines contributing to the field of General Systems Theory. 
It also permitted analysis of the usage patterns over time. Each 
major GST vocabulary component was separately tested using a two-way 
analysis of variance in order to satisfy purpose three, four and 
five.
Conclusions
Data analysis of the results of the study focused on testing 
the stipulated hypotheses. Conclusions from these analyses follow.
Hypothesis I.
This hypothesis was designed to investigate differences 
between the disciplines with regard to their mean concept usage 
levels for each major GST vocabulary component (Purpose 3). The 
majority of the major GST vocabulary components are being employed at 
a statistically equal level across disciplines. From this, it can be 
concluded that the language components, for the most part, have been 
accepted by those interested in meeting the goals of General Systems 
Theory. However, it is also clear that additional work must be 
undertaken in order to fully utilize the language components that can 
be used to explore systemic isomorphisms. Therefore, more conscious 
effort must be made in the employment of the GST language.
Hypothesis II.
This hypothesis was designed to test the pattern of voca­
bulary usage over time (Purpose 4). For the most part, no 
discernable relationship was found between the mean concept usage 
level for each of the major GST vocabulary components and time. This 
is an interesting finding because one would expect the usage levels 
of the GST language to be increasing over time as a result of an 
expanding awareness for the need to adopt and explore system
terminology. Furthermore, while there is some evidence that a few of
2
the terms have had increasing or varying pattern usage, the R s 
associated with those findings are so weak that caution must be used 
in interpreting those results. It must be remembered that General 
Systems Theory is a relatively new field, and it may be that addi­
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tional time must pass before a relationship between the mean concept 
usage of the major GST vocabulary components and time can be dis­
cerned. From this, it is clear that those interested in achieving 
the goals of General Systems Theory must strive to further 
incorporate the GST terminology into their research. However, at 
this writing, time should not be used to describe the pattern of 
usage level for the major GST vocabulary components.
Hypothesis III.
This hypothesis was designed to identify any differences in 
the usage levels of the major GST vocabulary components by type of 
publication (Purpose 5). The majority of the terms were being used 
equally in the three types of publications included in this study. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that no one type of publication is a
i
better vehicle for the employment of terminology associated with 
General Systems Theory. This means that those interested in publish­
ing specific GST research findings do not have to be concerned about 
choosing one publishing medium over another based on concept content. 
It also suggests that the different types of publications have 
incorporated a diversity of system topics as opposed to being sub­
discipline oriented. If this were not the case, the various types of 
publications would have reflected statistically significant dif­
ferences in the mean concept usage levels for the majority of the GST 
vocabulary components.
Recommendations for Future Research
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This investigation has provided insight into many dimensions 
of the language associated with General Systems Theory. The major 
GST vocabulary components have been identified and incorporated into 
two classification schemes. This study has also provided answers to 
questions concerning concept usage patterns. However, because of the 
narrow focus of this study, its methodological limitations, and 
conclusions from the analysis, many questions still remain 
unanswered. These questions are reflected in the following recom­
mendations for future research:
1. Differences in the mean concept usage levels between 
disciplines have been explored in this study. However, 
no attempt was made to identify the specific degree of 
differences. Therefore, an area for future research 
would be the development of a scale which reflects low, 
medium, and high concept usage levels for the GST 
vocabulary components and respective disciplines studied 
here. This type of delineation would provide a better 
comprehension of the relationships and divergences 
between the disciplines. It would also provide insight 
into the degree of concept usage by discipline.
2. Current major GST vocabulary components have been identi­
fied and classified. Given the dynamic nature of the 
field, and the normal evolutionary pattern of language 
development, updating of the list of GST terms should be
undertaken periodically. This should insure both the 
identification of new terms and those which are no longer 
at the forefront of the GST literature. Furthermore, the 
classification schemes will need updating because of the 
addition and deletion of GST vocabulary components over 
time. The classification schemes should not only be 
updated from an inclusion/exclusion perspective, but they 
should also evolve to reflect the changing characteris­
tics of the GST language.
■The scope of this study has been limited to journals, 
reading books, and conference proceedings that are 
oriented to publishing topics specifically related to 
General Systems Theory. Further exploration should 
encompass peripheral journals and other literary vehicles 
outside the immediate GST domain in order to assess the 
impact that GST thinking has had on other areas. Specif­
ically, the extent to which the GST vocabulary is used in 
discipline-bound journals, reading books and conference 
proceedings will provide broader opportunities for test­
ing the hypotheses of this study.
While the majority of GST language components have been 
accepted by a diverse group of individuals, it is still 
not clear if interdisciplinary communication is 
occurring. This study identified differences in usage 
levels of GST vocabulary components. However, the 
assessment of whether information is actually being
exchanged was not part of the design of this dis­
sertation. This can only be ascertained through direct 
contact with scholars interested in General Systems 
Theory. Since this is an important goal of the Society 
of General Systems Research, additional research in this 
area seems warranted.
The results from the trend analysis provided little 
insight into the nature of the use of the GST vocabulary 
components over time. Future research should explore 
•longer time periods and other independent variables to 
help identify and explain trends associated with GST 
vocabulary usage levels.
Finally, although there have been a number of studies 
which have examined GST concepts from various perspec­
tives, this is the first attempt at specifically trying 
to measure concept usage levels. Endeavors at replica­
tion should be undertaken in order to build reliability 
for this methodology. This would also lend additional 
support to the findings of this dissertation and will aid 
future inquiries pertaining to the attainment of the 
Society for General Systems Research's interdisciplinary 
communication objective.
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DICTIONARY OF GST VOCABULARY TERMS
System/Systems/Systematization/Systematizer 
Closed System/Closed Systems 
Living System/Living Systems 
Non-Living System/Non-Living System 
Open System/Open Systems
Self-Organizing System/Self-Organizing Systems 
Soft System/Soft Systems
State-Determined System/State-Determined Systems
Stationary System/Stationary Systems
Subsystem/Subsystems
Suprasystem/Suprasysterns
Transient System/Transient Systems
Boundary/Bound/Bounded/Boundaries
Change/Changing/Changes/Changed
Communication/Communicating/Communicated
Control/Controlling/Controlled
Complexity/Complex
Dynamism/Dynamics
Environment/Environments/Environmental
Evolution/Evolutionary
Goal/Goals
Gtowth/Growing/Grew
Information
Learning/Learn/Learned
Process/Processing/Processed/Processes
Stability/Stable/Stabilizing/Stablization/Stabilized
Structure/Structured/Structuring
Adaptation/Adapt/Adapting/Adapted
Allopoietic
Associator
Autopoieses
Centralization/Centralized/Centralizing
Channel and Net
Conflict/Conflicting
Converter
Cybernetics
Decay/Decaying/Decayed
Decentralization/Decentralized/Decentralizing
Decider
Decoder
Decomposable-Systems 
Deviation Amplification 
Deviation Reduction
Differentiation/Differentiating/Differentiated
Distributor
Disturbance/Disturbances/Disturbing/Disturbed
Echelon/Echelons
Encoder
Energy
Entropy
Equifinality
Equilibrium
Extruder
Feedback/Fedback
Hierarchy/Hierarchial
Holism/Holistic/Wholism
Homeokinesis
Homeostasis/Homeostatic
Independence/Independent
Ingestor
Input Transducer
Integration/Integrating/Integrated
Interaction/Interacting/Interacted
Interdependent
Internal Transducer
Isolation/Isolating/Isolated
Isomorphism
Matter-Energy Storage
Memory/Memories
Morphology
Motor
Negative Entropy 
Negative Feedback 
Non-Organismic 
Organismic
Organized Complexity
Output Transducer
Overload/Overloading/Overloaded
Population
Positive Entropy
Positive Feedback
Producer
Repair/Repairing/Repaired
Reproduction/Reproduced/Reproducing
Self-Regulation/Self-Regulating/Self-Regulated
Steady-State Maintenance
Strain/Straining/Strained
Stress/Stresses/Stressed
Supporter
Synergy/Synergistic
Teleology
Termination/Terminated/Terminating
Threat/Threaten/Threatened/Threatening
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GST VOCABULARY COMPONENT DEFINITIONS
System: "A system is a set of objects together with relation­
ships between the objects and between their attributes."*"
Closed system: "Systems which are considered to be isolated
2
from their environment."
Living System: "... are open systems with significant inputs,
throughputs, and outputs of various sorts of matter-energy and 
3
information."
Non-Living System; "Every concrete system which does not have
4
the characteristics of a living system is a nonliving system."
Open System: "Systems maintaining themselves in a continuous
5
exchange of matter with environment."
Self-Organizing Systems: "Movement 'toward higher dif­
ferentiation1
1 A. D. Hall and R. E. Fagen, "Definitions of System," 
General Systems. I (1956): 18.
2
Ludwig von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory," General 
Systems, I (1956): 3.
3
James Grier Miller, Living Systems (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1978), p. 18.
4 Ibid-
** Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General Systems Theory (New York: 
George Braziller, 1968), p. 156.
6 Ibid.. p. 163.
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Soft System; "A portion of the world that is perceived as a
unit and that is able to maintain its identify in spite of changes
going on in it."*'
State-Determined System; "Given an initial state, the path 
of the system is uniquely determined regardless of how the system 
arrived at the initial state.
Stationary System: "... steady-state systems are not only
open systems, hut are stationary as well, maintaining essentially the
same structural configuration through time, and essentially the same 
input-output relationship."^
Subsystem: "An element or functional component of a larger
system which fulfills the conditions of a system in itself."^
Suprabystem: "... the next higher system in which it is a 
component or subsystem."^
Transient System: "A system which is normally in a steady or
equilibrium state is transient during the passage from one equilibrium 
to another." 6
1 Anatol Rapoport, "Modern Systems Theory - An Outlook for 
Coping with Change," General Systems, XV (1970): 22.
2 Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p.25.
q
John W. Sutherland, Systems Analysis, Administration and 
Architecture (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1975), p. 69.
^ 0. R. Young, "A Survey of General Systems Theory,"
General Systems, IX (1964): 69.
5 Miller, Living Systems, p. 29.
® Edgar Taschdjian, "A Rheological Approach to Transient 
Systems," General Systems, XV (1970): 35.
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Boundary: "The boundary demarcates the system from its
environment."^-
Change: "Disturbance affecting the structure and/or processes
of a system.
Communication: "An act of sharing."3
Control: "Non-oscillatory motion.
Complexity: "The intricacy of intra- and interrelationships
among systems components."5
Dynamics: "Process of change either through interaction with
g
the environment or through internally generated alterations."
Environment: "The set of all objects a change in whose attri­
butes affects the system and also those objects whose attributes are 
changed by the behavior of the system.
1 Peter P. Schoderbek, Asterios G. Kefalas, and Charles
G. Schoderbek, Management Systems: Conceptual Considerations (Dallas,
Texas: Business Publications, Inc., 1975), p. 45.
2
Young, "A Survey," p. 78.
3 Colin Cherry, On Human Communication, 3rd ed. (Cambridge, 
Mass.: The MIT Press, 1978), p. 30.
^ J. 0. Wisdom, "The Hypothesis of Cybernetics," General
Systems, I (1956); 76.
5 John P. van Gigch, Applied General Systems Theory, 2nd ed.
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1978), p. 589.
6 Young, "A Survey," p. 79.
 ^ Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p. 20.
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Evolutioni "The natural selection of small heritable varia­
tions." ^
Goal; "--an operational objective which a system seeks to 
achieve or maximize."
Growth; "Growth - of a single variable or quantity by accre­
tion." ^
Information: "A quantity measurable by an expression
,,4isomorphic to negative entropy.
Learning; "Process of self-modification in response to 
(usually repeated) external stimuli."'’
Process: "All change over time of matter-energy or information
in a system is process."6
Stability: A system is stable with respect to certain of its
variables tend to remain within defined limits." ^
W. M. S. Russell, "Evolutionary Concepts in Behavioral 
Science: I Cybernetics, Darwinian Theory and Behavioral Science,"
General Systems, III (1958); 21.
2 Young, "A Survey," p. 78.
3
Kenneth Boulding, "General Systems Theory - The Skeleton 
of Science," Management Science, 2 (April 1956); 66.
von Bertalanffy, General Systems Theory, p. 90.
5 Young, "A Survey," p. 77.
6 Miller, Living Systems, p. 23.
7 Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p. 23.
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Structure; "The structure of a system is the arrangement of
itB subsystems and components in three-dimensional space at a given 
.. 1moment in time."
Adaptation; "The ability to react to the environment in a way
2
that is favorable - to the continued operation of the system."
Allopoietic: "Self-renewing systems which produce a system
which is different from itself."^
Associator: "The subsystem which carries out the first stage
of the learning process, forming enduring associations among items of 
information in the s y s t e m . " 4
Autopoiesis: "Self renewing systems where the product ... is
the system itself." ^
Centralization: "One element plays a major or dominant role in
the operation of the system."*’
Channel and Net; "The subsystem composed of a single route 
in physical space, or multiple interconnected routes, by which 
markers bearing information are transmitted to all parts of the 
system." 7
1 Miller, Living Systems, p. 22.
2 Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p. 23.
3 van Gigch, Systems Theory, p. 74.
* Miller, Living Systems, p. 3.
5 van Gigch, Systems Theory, p. 74.
® Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p. 22.
7 Miller, Living Systems, p. 3.
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Conflict: "... a situation in which two or more parties direct
their energies at each other in order to achieve goals that can only be
gained at each others expense."*
Converter: "The subsystem which changes certain inputs to the
system into forms more useful for the special processes of that
2
particular system."
Cybernetics: "Based on the principle of feedback or circular
causal trains providing mechanisms for goal-seeking and self-
3
controlling behavior."
Decay: "Deterioration or depletion of the components of a
system."4
Decentralization: "Control over the system is spread widely 
among the elements."5
Decider: "The executive subsystem which received information
inputs from all other subsystems and transmits to them information 
outputs that control the entire system."**
Rudolph J. Rummel, "Dimensions of Conflict Behavior Within 
and Between Nations," General Systems, VIII (1963): 4.
2 Hiller, hiving Systems, p. 3.
^ von Bertalanffy, General Systems Theory, p. 90.
^ Young, "A Survey," p. 80.
5 Ibid.. p. 71.
6 Hiller, Living Systems, p. 3.
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Decoder: “The subsystem which alters the code of information
input to it through the input transducer or internal transducer into 
a 'private* code that can be used internally by the system." ^
Decomposable Systems: “A Bystem whose subsystems or
individual particles can be considered independent from each other."
Deviation Amplification: "The reinforcement of deviations of
structure or function of a system by amplification of the effect of an 
initial perturbation, with a consequent divergence from initial condi­
tions and characteristics.
Deviation Reduction: "The regulating or stabilizing process
characterized by negative feedback of control and detection 
information.
Differentiation: "Distinctiveness or distinquishability of
the components of a system."5
Distributor: "The subsystem which carries inputs from outside
the system or outputs from its subsystems around the system to each 
component.
1 Ibid.
2 Herbert A. Simon, "The Architecture of Complexity," General 
Systems, X (1965): 69,
^ Hilton C. Harney and Nicholas H. Smith, "The Domain of 
Adaptive Systems: A Rudimentary Taxonomy," General Systems, IX
(1964): 121.
4 Ibid.
^ Young, "A Survey," p. 68.
® Hiller, Living Systems, p . 3.
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Disturbance: "That which displaces, that which moves a system
from one state to another."^
Echelon: "Many complex living systems, at various levels, are
organized into two or more echelons. (I use the term in the military
sense of a step in the 'chain of command,' not in the other military
sense of arrangement of troops in rows in physical space). In living
systems with echelons the components .of the decider..., an information
2
processing subsystem, are hierarchically arranged."
Encoder: "The subsystem which alters the code of information
input to it from other information processing subsystems, from a
'private* code used internally by the system into a 'public' coi||
which can be interpreted by other systems in its environment.
Energy: "Energy (E) is defined in physics as the ability to
do work... Energy for the process of living systems is derived from
the breakdown of molecules (and, in a few recent cases in social
systems, of atoms as well)."^
Entropy: "... the state of a closed system where all the ele-
.,5ments are in maximum disorder; the system is run down.
^ W. Ross Ashby, An Introduction to Cybernetics (New York: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1956), p. 77. '
2 Miller, Living Systems, p. 29.
3 Ibid., p. 3.
4 Ibid., p. 11.
5
Schoderbek, Kefalas, and Schoderbek, Management Systems,
p. 13.
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Equifinality: "The same final state may be reached from
different initial conditions and in different ways."^
Equilibrium; "A state of rest caused by the interaction of 
opposing forces.
Extruder; "The subsystem which transmits matter-energy out of 
the system in the forms of products or wastes."
Feedback; "Outputs or behavior is fed back into the input to
4
affect succeeding outputs."
Hierarchy; "A system that is composed of interrelated 
subsystems, each of the latter being, in turn, hierarchic in structure 
until we reach some lowest level of elementary subsystem."5
Holism; "Systems of elements (viewed) in mutual interaction.,lf* 
Homeokinesis; "Denotes a mediation, mainly by inhibition or 
release from inhibition of a manifold of oscillatory (or rhythmic) 
processes which make up the many biochemical chains in the organism."^ 
Homeostasis: "Maintenance of balance."**
1 von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory," p. 4.
2 Young, "A Survey," p. 73.
3
Miller, Living Systems, p. 3.
^ Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p. 23.
® Simon, "Architecture of Complexity," p. 63.
^ von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory," p. 6. 
 ^Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p. 8.
O
von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory," p. 5.
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Independence: "A set of parts that are completely unrelated."^
Ingestor: "The subsystem which brings matter-energy across
o
the system boundary from the environment."
Input Transducer: "The sensory subsystem which brings markers
bearing information into the system, changing them to other matter- 
energy forms suitable for transmission within it."3
Integration: "Organization." A
Interaction: "Mutually effective action involving two or more
systems of the same or of different orders."
Interdependent: "Every part of the system is so related to
every other part that a change in a particular part causes a change in 
all the other parts and in the total system."*’
Internal Transducer: "The sensory subsystem which receives,
from subsystems or components within the system, markers bearing 
information about significant alterations in those subsystems or 
components, changing them to other matter-energy forms of a sort 
which can be transmitted within it."^
1 Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p. 21.
2
Miller, Living Systems, p. 3.
3 Ibid.
^ Alfred E. Emerson, "Homeostasis and Comparison of 
Systems," in Toward a Unified Theory of Human Behavior. 2nd ed., 
ed. by Roy B. Grinker (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1967), p. 147.
5' Young, "A Survey," p. 70.
6 Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p. 21.
 ^Miller, Living Systems, p. 3.
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Isolation: "A situation in which there either is not environ­
ment (closed systems) or the environment contains no other systems of 
any ordez (open systems)."'®’
Isomorphism: "A one-to-one correspondence between objects in
different systems which preserves the relationship between the 
2
objects.”
Matter-Energy Storage: "The subsystem which retains
in the system, for different periods of time, deposits of various
3
sorts of matter-energy.”
Memory: "The subsystem which carries out the second stage of
the learning process, storing various sorts of information in the
■ • 4
system for different periods of time."
Morphology: "The form and structure of an organism regarded
as a whole.
Motor: "The subsystem which moves the system or parts of it
in relation to part or all of its environment or moves components
£
of its environment in relation to each other."
^ Young, "A Survey," p. 70.
2 Hall and Fagen, "Definition of System," p. 24.
3 Miller, Living Systems, p. 3.
4 Ibid.
5 Standard College Dictionary (New York: Funk & Wagnalls,
A Division of Reader's Digest Books, Inc., 1966), p. 382.
6
Miller, Living Systems, p. 3.
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Negative Entropy: "In open systems ... with transfer of matter
... such systems can maintain themselves at a high level, and even
1
evolve toward an increase of order and complexity ...”
Negative Feedback; "A mechanism by which part of the input
energy A  a machine is utilized at intervals to impose a check on
2
the output-energy."
Non-Organismic: "A system (open or closed) which is not
O
an organism and cannot be treated as such."
Organismic; "A system (open) which either is an organism 
or can be treated as an organism where the chief characteristics of an 
organism are relatively fixed ordering of components, reproduction of 
the same type or species, and existence of a life cycle." ^
Organized Complexity; "'organized complexity' as exemplified 
b^, say, a living organism or any 'organized1 collecton of entities, 
that is, a collection interconnected by a complex net of relations, 
as distinguished from 1) organized simplicity and 2) chaotic 
complexity."'*
Ludwig von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory - Critical 
Review," General Systems, VII (1962): p. 7.
2 Wisdom, "Cybernetics," p. 112.
3 Young, "A Survey," p. 70.
4
Ibid.
5 Anatol Rapoport and William J. Horvath, "Thoughts of 
-Organization Theory and a Review of Two Conferences," General
Systems, IV (1959): 89.
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Output transducer: "The subsystem which puts out markers
bearing information from the system, changing markers within the 
system into other matter-energy forms which can be transmitted over 
channels in the system's environment.
Overload; "The placing of quantitative demands on the capa­
cities of a system (for communication, for attention, and so forth)
2
which it cannot handle."
Population; "A body of persons or individuals having a quality 
or characteristic in common."
Positive entropy; "Tendency towards maximum entropy or the 
most probable distribution is the tendency to maximum disorder.
Positive Feedback: "Mechanisms (that) redirect some of the
e
energy towards increasing the energy supplied by the source of power.
Producer: "The subsystem which forms stable associations
that endure for significant periods among matter-energy inputs to the 
system or outputs from its converter..."*’
1
Miller, Living Systems, p. 3.
2 Young, "A Survey," p. 80.
3 Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Mass.:
G. & C. Merriam Company, 1975), p. 895.
4 von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory," p. 3.
5 Wisdom, "Cybernetics," p. 112.
6 Miller, Living Systems, p. 3.
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Repair: "Replacement of a part of structure either by a
structural replica or a functional equivalent."
Reproduction: "Production of additional systems of a similar
2
nature by any process..."
Self-Regulation: "A living system is self-regulating because
in it input not only affects output, but output often adjusts input.
The result is that the system adapts homeostatically to its
3
environment."
Steady-state maintenance: "Inputs or energy and/or material
into the system balance outputs from the system in such a way as to
4
maintain its level of integration constant."
Strain: "To be subjected to great stress or pressure."5 
Stress: "— any externally or internally generated force or 
process which threatens a system's stability in one or more 
respects.
Supporter: "The subsystem which maintains the proper spatial
relationships among components of the system, so that they can
7
interact without weighting each other down or crowding each other."
Young, "A Survey," p. 76.
2 Ibid-
3 Hiller, Living Systems, p. 36.
^ Young, "A Survey," p. 76.
■* Webster's New World Dictionary of the American Language, 
College ed. (New York: The World Publishing Company, 1966), p. 1440.
^ Young, "A Survey," p. 80.
7
Hiller, Living Systems, p. 3.
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Synergy: "... 2 + 2 = 5  ..." 1
Teleology: "Directed behavior" ^
3
Termination: "The act of ending or concluding."
Threat: "Information that stress is imminent constitutes a
threat to the system.
1
Schoderbek, Kefalas, and Schoderbek, Management Systems,
p. 37.
2
von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory," p. 7.
^ Standard College Dictionary, p. 1382.
^ Miller, Living Systems, p. 34.
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